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ABSTRACT

Technological advances make the existence of extremely large wireless sensor net-

works (WSNET) with multiple sensing capabilities a reality to be considered. Such

networks may be deployed incrementally by potentially different owners, with no

single addressing system guarantees. Moreover, multiple small tasks, each requiring

a fraction of the network’s resources, may be presented to the whole WSNET. Like-

wise, larger, unforeseen applications may be tasked to multiple smaller networks that

had been deployed for different goals. It is thus essential that the underlying routing

mechanism be selective enough to propagate data only to relevant parts of the net-

work, and adaptive enough to offer services that can conciliate different addressing

needs and meets different application level communication requirements.

It is shown in this dissertation that an attribute based routing scheme meets the

demands above. A hierarchy of clusters is overlaid on the network, based on a set

v



of attributes that reflect containment and adjacency relationships. Sensors with the

same attribute value are clustered together and elect a leader (the attribute based

router) within the cluster. These routers use cluster member information to route

data to relevant regions in the network. Different hierarchies may be overlaid simul-

taneously, allowing multiple addressing schemes to coexist. Furthermore, packets are

forwarded based on a set of routing rules. These routing rules are specified based on

the cluster hierarchy and present different traversal modes, resulting in different per-

formance levels that can be used to meet different application level communication

needs.

The specification of attribute hierarchies, data structures for routing, algorithms

for cluster formation and maintenance, as well as routing rules sets for tree traversal

mode and mesh traversal mode of the hierarchies are presented in this dissertation. It

is shown through analysis that significant gains over broadcast schemes are achieved

in the presence of high data dissemination request rates in which skewed access pat-

terns exist. Moreover, it is shown through analysis that the performance of tree

based traversal modes surpasses mesh traversal modes in transmission costs for ad-

dress resolution in the worst scenario case, but underperforms when considering the

speed of the resolution process and the path length formed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Figure 1·1: Structure Health Monitoring Sensor Network. Illustra-
tion from [1].

Technological advances nowadays endow smaller and smaller electronic devices

with more and more data gathering capabilities [3, 4, 5]. Coupled with networking

capacities, such devices form powerful collaborative information gathering systems

that become the remote “eyes” and “ears” of a large community of users. We call

such systems Sensor Networks. Nodes in the network can sample data and can route

data. Data collection can be performed periodically or triggered by an external event.

Such flexibility allows researchers to obtain data with a precision hitherto unavail-

able that will help them formulate realistic models of the physical environment that

surrounds them. Monitoring of soil conditions may increase agricultural productiv-
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ity [6]; building structural monitoring (Fig. 1·1) will increase security in areas affected

by earthquake [7]; biologists can monitor animals in their natural habitat (Fig. 1·2)

with minimal intrusion [8], and both the environment and its resources [9, 10] can

be monitored. The number of vehicles crossing a busy intersection along the day

can be determined [11]; security applications can be developed to perform detection

and tracking of objects (see Fig. 1·3) that enter the sensor network field [12, 13], not

to mention notification of toxic chemical substances in the environment [14]. Sen-

sors attached to patients can emit alerts if any vital signs are found in an irregular

state [15]. Inventory tracking can be facilitated by the presence of small devices [16].

In summary, sensor networks are bound to impact our day to day life in the future

because of all the applications they can enable.

Figure 1·2: Habitat Monitoring Sensors. Illustration from [2].
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Figure 1·3: Intrusion Detection and Tracking

1.1 Problem Description

Sensor network applications have thus far been developed monolithically, i.e., sensors

are programmed and deployed for a single task, with all communication paradigms

set for one purpose. In such systems rarely is there a need for addressing any el-

ement beyond the application domain, e.g., a sensor in a temperature monitoring

application needing to route data for an object tracking application. However, with

the decreasing cost of the devices, and the increasing number of sensing capabili-

ties a single device exhibits (i.e., a single mote [4] can sense light, relative humidity,

temperature, pressure and has a 2-axis accelerometer, with the potential of attach-

ing microphones and, with an expansion board [17], even videocameras), a deployed

sensor network has resources that can fulfill multiple tasks.

We envision this ability of multiple task fulfillment as more than reconfiguring all
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nodes in a single sensor network to perform a second task. It involves sensor networks

deployed for different applications, but which are co-located together, communicating

with each other and cooperating together to perform a larger, previously unforeseen

task. In the same way, it involves a large sensor network deployed initially over a

wide area allocating part of its resources to fulfill an unrelated task requested after

its initial deployment.

Due to this increase in both the sensing capabilities of each sensor and flexibility in

data collection schemes, a wide area sensor network may become a resource shared by

multiple communities across diverse research disciplines, each having different data

requirements and different communication needs. In such scenarios it is extremely

likely that inquiries1 will arrive at high rates but very unlikely that all inquiries

need be propagated to the whole network (reflecting different areas of interest from

the users of the sensor network). Ideally, inquiries should be propagated only to

the sensors that possess relevant information, so as to save bandwidth and conserve

energy, which is a limited resource for battery-operated sensors [5]. Also, sensor

networks deployed at different times for different purposes should be able to exchange

data between them, and the underlying routing mechanism should be adaptive to

support different application-level communication needs that occur due to re-tasking

of sensor networks. Furthermore, the underlying routing mechanism must be able

to scale to a very large number of devices, which is expected for deployed sensor

networks in the future [18, 19]. Support for data-centric models is thus expected for

such large scale networks, in which there is no assurance of globally unique hardware

IDs [18, 20]. Globally unique hardware IDs are essential in host-centric data routing

mechanisms, in which the emphasis is in finding a specific host, and thus the need to

1Inquiry is a term we use to denote a generic way to task portions of the sensor network with
requests for new types of data with different performance expectations.
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differentiate one host from the other. In data-centric routing, however, the emphasis

is on finding the data requested, and this is independent of the specific host possessing

the data. In fact, given the emphasis in locating data, and the potential number of

sensors devices deployed at any single time being extremely large, enforcing globally

unique hardware IDs becomes an unnecessary burden on the manufacturers, and an

unnecessary feature for routing.

The challenge and the goal of our work is then to provide a unified routing

infrastructure that can be scaled to large numbers of sensors and that can:

• Offer flexible naming/addressing schemes that can target sets of nodes in the

network dynamically based on data traffic patterns;

• Support multiple naming/addressing schemes concurrently based on deployed

applications’ communication needs;

• Dynamic support for multiple packet forwarding schemes, in order to support

different application level performance requirements and;

• Enable internetworking of multiple sensor network systems deployed at different

times.

1.2 Solution Overview

In order to achieve our goal as described in the previous Section, we propose first

establishing a virtual overlay of attribute-based hierarchical clusters on the network.

The hierarchy of attributes reflects containment relationships, with higher level clus-

ters encompassing lower level clusters. The clusters of sensors established are at-

tribute equivalent, i.e., any two sensors belonging to an attribute-based cluster pos-

sess the same attribute value. The attributes chosen are those that ideally have an
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a priori high probability of being inquired, but this is not strictly necessary. Within

each cluster a leader (or clusterhead) is elected. Clusterheads at different hierarchy

levels maintain paths to one another, and are responsible for collecting attribute

information of cluster member nodes. This information is used by the clusterheads

to route inquiries to relevant parts of the sensor network, eliminating dissemination

of redundant and energy consumptive traffic.

Subquadrant (leaf) cluster leader
Quadrant level cluster leader
Leader for the whole network

average collection
Path of cluster

Path of subquadrant (leaf)
cluster average collection

Figure 1·4: Different ways for obtaining average temperature of the
sensor network.

Once attribute equivalent regions have been established, clusterheads can coor-

dinate intra- and inter-cluster data dissemination based on the application require-

ments. Thus part of the sensor network that is being tasked with an object tracking

application may have different routing rules than another part which has been given

the task of collecting soil humidity profile. Different performance expectations from

the application may also result in different routing rules. For instance, consider a grid

based collection of sensor clusters as depicted in the tracking application example

shown in Fig. 1·3. If in such a sensor field we wish to obtain the average temper-

ature, one method is to collect the cluster temperature at the leaf cluster level in

parallel and transmit the result up the hierarchy all the way to the sensor that is

the leader of the cluster encompassing the whole network (right side of Fig. 1·4). If
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data delay is not an issue, however, a scheme that has less redundant transmission

is to start data collection at a corner cluster, and then route the cluster value to one

neighbor cluster, in a zig-zag pattern, until all leaf clusters have been covered (left

side of Fig. 1·4). Clusterheads thus act as attribute-based routers, and can support

different routing rules based on the application needs.

1.2.1 Contribution

The main contribution in our work is the design of a single unified routing infras-

tructure for sensor networks that is flexible in its naming/addressing and packet

forwarding schemes.

Our attribute-based routing scheme tracks often-inquired attributes in the form

of a hierarchy. Multiple hierarchies may be tracked simultaneously, thus supporting

different addressing needs of applications. In this way frequent network-wide flood-

ings to reach sensors satisfying specific attributes are avoided. Also cluster leaders

support different application level communication needs by selecting dynamically

matching routing rules. New attributes, which do not belong to any hierarchy and

for which no known path exists, may trigger an address resolution procedure that

will reach the whole network. Such address resolution will depend on the prevailing

routing rules, as we shall see in Chapter 5.

Components of our solution include a set of algorithms that create and maintain

a hierarchy of clusters in the sensor network that reflect a hierarchy of attributes.

The algorithms elect leaders within each cluster, perform leader rotation for load

balancing and leader role recovery to provide fault tolerance. In addition, dynamic

addition and deletion of attributes within the hierarchy is also provided, as well as

joining of subsequently deployed sensors to an already existing and hierarchically

clustered sensor network. Pseudo code for three forms of attribute based address
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resolution schemes are provided, of which two are for resolving attributes within the

same attribute hierarchy and one for resolving attributes that do not belong to the

hierarchy. The former two has different performance levels when analyzed under dif-

ferent metrics, so they can be dynamically selected by applications to meet different

goals. The latter one enables interconnecting two networks in which neither has prior

knowledge of the other’s attribute hierarchy. We provide also analysis of the costs

incurred for data dissemination within the hierarchy and flooding based schemes, as

well as performance level estimation of the two different address resolution modes.

1.2.2 Significance

We showed in the beginning of this chapter how sensor networks are finding widespread

deployment. Data dissemination in sensor networks is an important issue as such

networks grow in size and the need to conserve energy by limiting redundant trans-

missions grow [3, 21]. Our work establishes an infrastructure, with basic routing

units (the attribute based clusters), upon which recurrent data traffic patterns can

be mapped to and used as destination regions. In this way overflowing of data packet

transmissions to neighboring irrelevant parts of the network is reduced.

Furthermore, the prospective of highly ubiquitous sensor networks, coupled with

the potential diversity of the user base in tasking the network with new and differ-

ent sensing applications, demand a routing infrastructure that offers differentiated

schemes that yield different performance levels to meet the different end goals of

the applications. Otherwise, applications are prevented from reaching their full po-

tential because their data communication needs (e.g., fast propagation to neighbor

sensors) run counter to the paradigm set in the underlying routing behavior (e.g.,

hierarchical approach to facilitate data aggregation). Our solution proposes dynamic

routing scheme selection by utilizing sets of routing rules to determine routing be-
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havior. Different routing behavior is translated into different sets of routing rules,

which applications may choose dynamically to meet their objectives.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation

In Chapter 2 we present example scenarios of sensor network applications employing

the attribute based routing infrastructure we propose. We discuss related work and

background in Chapter 3. Our core ideas, together with algorithms, Finite State

Machines (FSM) and pseudo-code of routing rules set are described in Chapter 4.

Performance analysis in terms of inquiry dissemination and address resolution (and

consequent path setup) for different routing schemes is presented in Chapter 5. We

conclude in Chapter 6 with future work directions. Appendix A contains the pseudo-

code for the cluster formation and maintenance algorithms, and appendix B discusses

how attributes can be effectively indexed within the sensor network (as opposed to

always having them present in their string based representation).
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Chapter 2

Example Application Scenarios

In this chapter we present some examples that will highlight the properties of the

infrastructure we propose. We show how multiple address schemes can be reconciled

and used by applications to route data between them, how multiple routing rules are

necessary, how two networks may be interconnected and even how non-containment

based attribute hierarchies can be formed to respond to inquiries that are essentially

unrelated to containment based location attributes.

2.1 Multiple Logical Domains in a University

Consider a university that deploys a campus wide fire/smoke detector sensor network

on campus. The routing architecture deployed follows an address naming structure

that resembles that of the US Postal System, that is, sensors are tagged with an

address that resembles one used when mailing letters, e.g., “8 Saint Mary’s Street,

Rm 324, Boston, MA” so that help can be immediately sent to a specific location.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2·1, in which it is shown the rooms of Floors 3, 4, and 5 of

“Building Number=8,” “Street=Saint Marys St,” “City=Boston” and “State=MA.”

The following hierarchy is used for addresses: state ⊃ city ⊃ street ⊃ building ⊃ floor

⊃ room.

While such system makes mail delivery easy, it does not help the sender who

may want to send data to the Chairman, ECE Department, College Of Engineering,

Boston University, Boston, MA. One advantage of the latter addressing system is
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Attribute Hierarchy
Postal System

Floor 

Hallway Room

Avenue Street

City

State

Building Number
Room=301

Room=302

Room=303Room=304

Room= 305

Room=445

Room=444 Room=443

Room=442

Room=441

Room=203

Room=202

Room=201

Sensor
Street = Saint Marys St
Building Number = 8

Hallway

Floor = 4

Floor = 3

Floor = 2

Figure 2·1: Attribute hierarchy for postal system sensor deployment
on campus

that if ever ECE Department moves from 8 Saint Mary Street to say 48 Cummington

Street, the final destination address need not change. Note that the address sys-

tem used in the latter case also follows a “containment” hierarchy: state ⊃ city ⊃
university ⊃ college ⊃ department ⊃ laboratory.

Suppose then that Boston University also decides to deploy a second campus wide

network composed of temperature sensors coupled with thermostats. It is decided

that the addressing system for these temperature sensors will follow the “University”

system, allowing easier enforcement of temperature settings per lab. Thus attribute

tags for the sensors are: “Multimedia Communications Laboratory, ECE Dept, Col-

lege of Engineering, Boston University, Boston, MA”.

When the second sensor network is deployed, a clustering process happens that

forms clusters based on “University,” “College,” “Department” hierarchy levels, etc.

This can be seen in Fig. 2·2. The “Department=ECE” cluster covers regions in all

three floors, and we assume the boundaries of “Lab” and “Office” clusters just follow

the physical limits of the walls that separate them.
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University Logical
Attribute Hierarchy

City

State

College

University

Department
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Classroom
Office

Faculty Office V
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Office of Electrical & Computer
Engineering Dept

Lab A

Lab B

Lab C

Lab D

Faculty Office Z

Faculty Office Y

Faculty Office X

Department = ECE

Multimedia Communications Lab

Classroom 201

Classroom 202

Figure 2·2: Attribute hierarchy for logical administrative regions for
on campus sensor deployment

During this cluster formation process, previously existing attribute based routers

from the first sensor network become aware that a new attribute hierarchy is being set

(the cluster formation packet is broadcast to all sensors), and when attribute based

routers are elected for “College,” or “Department,” for instance, old “Building” or

“Floor” attribute based routers become aware of paths to these new routers1. These

old attribute based routers respond as “College” or “Department” cluster members

and establish paths among themselves.

Thus when the College of Engineering’s safety inspection office wants to verify

that there is at least one working fire/smoke detector in each room under the ECE

department’s administrative domain, it sends a request that is addressed to all sensors

residing in a “Room” in the “Department = ECE, College = Engineering.” The

attribute based router of “College = Engineering” will forward the data request

1These paths were established when the attribute based router was elected in the cluster. See
Sec. 4.2.1.
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to the “Department = ECE,” which then forwards the request to all the “Room”

attribute based routers in its domain, requesting to obtain an answer to the inquiry:

“number of fire/smoke sensors.” Depending on the type of routing scheme selected,

the propagation from “Department = ECE” to “Room” clusters may involve higher

level hierarchy nodes in the Postal System hierarchy.

“Room” attribute based routers, upon receiving the request, flood each room with

requests for all fire/smoke sensors to report their status. Upon gathering the infor-

mation, they send the information back to the “Department = ECE” router, which

will report the final data to the “Safety Inspection Office, College of Engineering”

University Logical
Attribute Hierarchy

City

State

College

University

LabOffice

Classroom

Floor 

Building Number

Avenue Street

City

State

Hallway

Department

Attribute Hierarchy
Postal System

Room

���
���
���

���
���
���

Packet’s traversal path through
the logical hierarchies

?

Figure 2·3: How packets logically cross different attribute hierarchies.

The packet traversal through the logical nodes in the two hierarchies is depicted

in Figs. 2·3 and 2·4. The leader of the “Department=ECE” cluster is also a member

of a “Room” cluster so the packet is sent to its “Room” leader. The packet traversal

across hierarchies in a logical way is depicted in Fig. 2·3 while the packet traversal
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on campus reaching leader
of ECE Dept, targeted to

Message from other office

final attribute of "Room"
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���
���
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?

Department cluster leader

Floor cluster leader

Room cluster leader
Potential future paths

Path followed by packet

Classroom 201 Lab A

Lab B

Multimedia Communications Lab

Lab D

Lab C

Classroom 202

Department = ECE

Office of Electrical & Computer
Engineering Dept/Room=303

Lab A/Room=302

Figure 2·4: How packets physically cross different attribute hierar-
chies.

across physical sensors is illustrated in Fig. 2·4. From “Room=303” cluster leader

the packet can be propagated to neighbor “Room=302” clusters, if the routing rules

set assumes propagation on a mesh, or up the hierarchy to “Floor” cluster leader and

then down again to other “Room” attribute clusters, if the routing rules set assume

traversal on a tree.

In this way two sensor networks, deployed at different times, and employing

different address systems, can come to exchange services and route data among them.

Suppose “Room 445” installs more fire/smoke detector sensors. New applications can

be written for this small fire/smoke sensor network to request a message be sent to

“Fire Department, Boston University” if an alarm goes off, despite the fact that this

fire/smoke sensor network is connected to the Postal address system.

The hierarchy of “Postal System” reflects location attributes. Note that attribute

hierarchies do not necessary need to reflect location attributes in order to be helpful

for routing data. The essential aspect is that the hierarchy should reflect attributes

that are often inquired that present spatial correlation. Thus if no spatial correlation
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of attributes can be exploited (e.g., the inquiries need be propagated to all the nodes

in the network), then the hierarchical clustering scheme is not maintained, and a flat

(i.e., all nodes belong to the same cluster) flooding structure can be employed.

In Sec. 4.2.1 we discuss the possibility of dynamically maintaining attribute nodes

in the hierarchy to reflect traffic patterns. In Chapter 5 we present an analysis of the

transmission costs for disseminating inquiries in the presence of different number of

attributes in a hierarchy.

2.2 Applications in the Wilderness
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Figure 2·5: Sensors deployed in a forest

Consider the following scenario: multi-modal sensors are deployed over an area for

climate monitoring, and are collecting average values of temperature and humidity

when suddenly fire is detected. One local application, designed to detect and track

how the fire propagates, is awakened and immediately alerts neighbor sensors so that

the fire front can be detected. This scenario is depicted in Fig. 2·5.
The communication needs of the sensor network while in the first stage of mon-

itoring average temperature and humidity can be thought of as hierarchical. Data

is slowly aggregated within each cluster by the cluster leader and sent to the base
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station. Thus sensors communicate using the “Tree traversal” mode found on the

upper right side of Fig. 2·5. However, the communication needs of the fire detection

application add a new component: the necessity for clusters to communicate with

neighbor clusters, so that the fire propagation can be tracked over time. The way the

fire propagates is also recorded and this information is spread to contiguous clusters,

as in the event of a fire there is no guarantee that the top hierarchical leader has

survived the fire. This situation is also depicted in Fig. 2·5, in which the sensor

which plays the role of Forest leader, as well as Quadrant SouthWest leader has been

destroyed by the fire. If the tree traversal hierarchical mode is the only communica-

tion mode, then other quadrant leaders would not be able to detect the fire in time.

However, by using the “Mesh traversal” mode (lower right side of Fig. 2·5) at the

lowest level of the attribute hierarchy (Subquadrant clusters), sensors are able to

spread the alarm and continue detecting the fire front.

The example above illustrates how different applications may require different

communication patterns. It is definitely possible, given the sensors are multimodal [4]

that other applications are also present, e.g., wildlife tracking (needs to be able to

communicate with neighboring sensors, to alert them of the tracked object, and

needs to be able to send logged data back to base station), which would further drive

the need for a common, yet flexible routing infrastructure. In Sec. 4.3.4 we present

pseudo-code for two attribute hierarchy traversal modes. These two modes result in

different packet forwarding patterns which can be selected by applications based on

their needs (e.g., faster response from destination sensor or less transmission cost in

resolving unknown attribute based address).
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Figure 2·6: Connecting two sensor network applications

2.3 Interconnecting Two Sensor Network Applications

We repeat here the two example sensor network applications from Sec. 2.1 and

Sec. 2.2 and consider the mechanisms through which they can exchange informa-

tion with one another.

Suppose messages must be sent from the habitat monitoring application to a

specific lab in the University campus but the sensor collecting data has no path

to the university. Then initial path setup for messages exchanged between the two

sensor network applications may be accomplished in either one of the following two

options:

• The two applications have a common application attribute, i.e., the forest

sensor network application has a higher attribute, e.g., “‘city” attribute, shown

in dashed lines in Fig. 2·6. In this case “forest” cluster leaders will simply

submit messages sent for “Multimedia Communications Lab, ECE Department,
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College of Engineering, Boston University, Boston, MA” to their “city” level

cluster leaders. Once the message gets to “city” level, path resolution can be

finished by going once more up (to “state”) and them coming down (“city” →
“state” → “city”) or simply be propagated at “city” level until the intended

“city” cluster is found (“city” → “city”).

• The two applications have no common higher level attributes, i.e., “Forest” is

the highest level attribute for the network deployed for habitat and fire alarm

monitoring. In this case the top level “Forest” cluster will maintain paths to

neighboring sensor networks. Once messages to “Multimedia Communications

Lab, ECE Department, College of Engineering, Boston University, Boston,

MA” reach the “Forest” leader, if no known path exists, the message will be

sent to all adjacent neighboring clusters, until it reaches a cluster leader with

matching lower level attributes (“Forest” → “state”).

By clustering sensors into hierarchical attribute equivalent regions we avoid ad-

dress resolution at the sensor level, but perform address resolution hierarchically,

starting at the highest cluster level first, and proceeding level by level until reaching

the sensor level. We leverage information gathered by cluster leaders during the

cluster formation process to minimize the need for transmission each time a new

inquiry with a different destination attribute set is issued. An address resolution

scheme that operates at the sensor level would be a flooding mechanism, in which

messages are propagated to each and every sensor in the network. In Chapter 5 we

study performance comparison of different address resolution schemes.
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Figure 2·7: Great Duck Island and two deployed sensor networks

2.4 Other Examples

So far we have presented examples that exploit location based attributes that sat-

isfied containment based relationships. How would inquiries that are not explicitly

based on containment attributes be implemented in this infrastructure? To address

this issue, we consider inquiries that are tasked to sensors in a habitat monitoring

application (e.g., in Great Duck Island [22]). Hypothetically, let two networks be

deployed at different points in time. The first, depicted at the center of Fig. 2·7,

shows an on-the-ground network of temperature sensors, while the second, depicted

at the right of Fig. 2·7, shows an in-the-nest network of temperature sensors that

monitor the behavior of the birds in the island.

Assume that all sensors can communicate with one another, and the set of com-

mon attributes with which they have been tagged include location and the sensing

capabilities of moisture, temperature and light. For “on-the-ground” sensors noise
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level and wind direction and intensity can be sensed, while for “in-the-nest” sensors

occupancy of i adult birds or j eggs or chicks can be determined. Suppose further

that the list below represent inquiries that might be posed to the network:

• Occupancy of the nests: when is a bird present?

• What is the difference between the nest temperature and the ambient temper-

ature?

• When do birds leave their nests?

• Do birds forage in the rain or other bad weather?

• Alert remote locations when significant event occurs: an egg hatches, a bird

leaves or arrives at a nest, etc.;

• Capture state (weather etc.) when a bird exits or enters the nest;

• Correlated events: time that 50% of birds have left the nest to forage.

Since all sensors can communicate with each other, the resultant sensor network

we work with is composed of the addition of the two initially deployed networks.

This resultant network can be seen in the two maps of the sensors in the island that

are shown right next to the attribute hierarchy in Fig. 2·8.
The inquiries listed do not depend explicitly on location based attributes that

belong to a hierarchy satisfying containment relationships. However, in that list of

inquiries, we can detect some that depend solely on one type of sensor (e.g. relating

to the attributes within the nest), and inquiries that depend on the collaboration of

close range sensors (e.g. inquiries that relate the behavior of the birds to the state

of the island outside of the nests). This “close range” condition is in fact an implicit

location based attribute that tasked sensors must fulfill. Thus a proposed attribute
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Figure 2·8: Attribute Hierarchy for Queries to Great Duck Island
sensor network

hierarchy must include a condition that allows sensors that satisfy the proximity

attribute to be formed.

One such attribute hierarchy is proposed in the center of Fig. 2·8. In it “in-

the-nest” sensors are subordinated to “on-the-ground” sensors, while the latter is

bounded by a hop count qualifier. Since “on-the-ground” attribute extends to the

whole island, only by giving a hop count qualifier will we form multiple clusters (this

is provisioned in our algorithm as described in Sec. 4.2.1). The clusters formed can

be seen in the left side to the attribute hierarchy in Fig. 2·8. Sensors that satisfy “in-

the-nest” and “within-1-hop-to-Ground-sensor” then form their own clusters (mostly

of one member only). If a subordinate “in-the-nest” sensor finds itself surrounded

by other non-“on-the-ground” sensors, then it will become leader of a “other-nest”

cluster. In the right side to the attribute hierarchy in Fig. 2·8 we show the “in-the-

nest” sensors surrounded by “on-the-ground” sensors within one hop.

With these clusters formed, then the inquiries on the left side of Table 2.1 can
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be simply posed to the “in-the-nest” sensors (which encompasses both “other-nest”

and “within-1-hop-to-Ground”). Inquiries will first be sent to the leaders of “on-

the-ground” cluster leaders, and passed on to the appropriate lower level cluster

leaders. Sensors with the appropriate answers will respond to their cluster leaders

and these will be sent back through “on-the-ground” cluster leaders. Intra-cluster

processing by leaders of “within-1-hop-to-Ground-sensors” clusters is performed for

the inquiries listed on the right side of Table 2.1, before the answers are aggregated

at “on-the-ground” cluster leaders and sent back to the leader of the “Island” cluster.

Table 2.1: Inquiries Addressed to “In-the-nest” Sensors
To all “in-the-nest” To “Within-1-hop-to-Ground”

Occupancy of the nests: when is
a bird present?

What is the difference between
the nest temperature and the am-
bient temperature?

When do birds leave their nest? Do birds forage in the rain or
other bad weather?

Alert remote locations when sig-
nificant event occurs: an egg
hatches, a bird leaves or arrives
at a nest, etc.;

Capture state (weather etc.)
when a bird exits or enters the
nest;

Correlated events: time that 50%
of birds have left the nest to for-
age.

As can be seen, it is definitely possible to extend the attribute hierarchy con-

cept to non-containment based location attribute hierarchies. The process however

is more elaborate and involves defining spatially correlated relationships (not neces-

sarily containment) that will allow data propagation to take place more easily. In

this dissertation we focus on enabling attribute based routing for attribute hierar-

chies that are location based or spatially correlated with containment and adjacency
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relationships clearly defined.

A vehicular network will benefit from continuous adjacent attribute value regions

(i.e., “I-93N”) when propagating information, so that data packets will not be dis-

seminated nor collected from irrelevant regions, i.e., data packets will not flow to nor

from “I-95N” during an intersection.

We have shown in this chapter how our infrastructure can be applied to facilitate

deployment of sensor network applications under various scenarios. In the next

chapter we will give the background and related work of our research topic.
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Chapter 3

Background and Related Work

Diffusion algorithms have been proposed as the underlying routing mechanism for

sensor networks [18, 23, 24]. In diffusion, data sinks subscribe to receive data by

flooding their interest to the whole network. The interest would carry desired at-

tributes of the data, such as type, periodicity, location, etc. The flooding establishes

a gradient field (an inverted routing tree rooted at the node) for the data of interest.

Sensors receiving interests but have no matching data store this interest and rebroad-

cast it, if receiving it for the first time. Those sensors which do have matching data

reply, broadcasting their data to local neighbors. Neighbor nodes that receive data

check their list of received interests. If there is a match, the data is forwarded back

through the gradient field. Data then may reach the sink through multiple paths.

The data sink will then reinforce (positively or negatively) certain paths according to

some optimality criteria (least latency, energy of the nodes along the path, etc.) [25].

In-network processing and data aggregation can take place at nodes in which different

source paths meet. This emphasis on in-network processing is the major distinction

between Directed Diffusion and Declarative Routing Protocol mechanisms [19, 24].

Diffusion mechanisms are simple, robust, localized, form paths in which data ag-

gregation or in-network processing nodes may be elected, and is data-centric, in that

the “destination” of data packets is not any specific host per se but hosts that satisfy

certain attributes. But since communication energy expenditures dominate in sen-

sor devices [3, 21], flooding of interests to the whole network can be very expensive,
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especially if there is a large user base that spans across multiple disciplinary fields

issuing many varied interests. We show a theoretical cost estimation in Chapter 5.

Modifications to the basic diffusion algorithm have been proposed [26, 27], in which

data sources may actively push data to data sinks, or hybrid cases (attempting a mid-

dle rendezvous for data source and data sink paths). The underlying dissemination

mechanism is still a network-wide flooding.

In order to reduce the redundant transmission of packets, location information

is explored in order to direct how data can be routed. Greedy Perimeter Stateless

Routing (GPSR) [28] and Geographical and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR) [29] are

two examples of geographical based routing. Both assume an initial greedy approach

to route data based on location information. GPSR routes data around holes (re-

gions in which the current node is geographically the closest to the destination node

but the next hop link would need to go to a geographically more distant node – this

basically means the greedy algorithm does not work) by traversing along the perime-

ter region of the hole, while GEAR uses a learning algorithm that propagates higher

costs around holes, so that later packets will be automatically routed around holes.

Trajectory Based Forwarding (TBF) [30] specifies trajectories that data can follow.

Two Tier Data Dissemination (TTDD) [31] has data sources build uniform grids of

data dissemination nodes. TTDD’s main emphasis is in efficiently supporting sink

mobility. In their scheme the space is subdivided into uniform squares (a “grid” of

data dissemination nodes is built from the data source) and data sinks flood their

interests inside the square. When an interest packet reaches a node on the grid, it

is propagated along the grid to the source, at which point data are sent back to the

sink. Content Based Multicast (CBM) [32] has a similar approach to a hybrid model

of Diffusion, in which data sinks pull data from a specified region of interest, and

data sources push data to a specified region in which information is relevant (e.g.,
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sensors detecting a target moving eastward may push alarm data further towards

eastern parts of the network). Rumor Routing [33] establishes paths to events by

employing agents, which are packets with a high TTL field, that are propagated from

node to node, leaving information on observed events. Queries are also propagated

in the same way, and data are sent back when there is a rendezvous of two paths.

While these schemes do not rely on network wide floodings, most [28, 29, 30, 32, 31]

need the presence of location services to operate, and their addressing scheme is in-

dependent of the applications they support. In other words, a data sink must know

a priori the region to which send the data request [28, 29, 30, 32]. TTDD is focused

on supporting sink mobility, and does not support inquiries that requests data from

same attribute regions. Rumor routing likewise does not offer direct support for

queries that request data from regions of sensors. In the schemes above there is no

exploitation of potential spatial correlation of sensor data to forward and request

packets.

Including sensor data to help the routing process can be found in [34, 35, 36, 37].

In [34] sensors are clustered and the clusterhead queries cluster members regarding an

observed event until the information it possesses satisfies a threshold value according

to a utility metric. Requests for the event are forwarded based on the gradient levels

established by the information utility metric. This work is a generalized approach to

diffusion, in which information utility metric values replaces the simpler hop-count-

to-source gradient field. It is not clear if the utility metric function can be easily

generalized to route different queries for multiple events. Work in [35] discusses ways

to route data when data are spatially correlated. It uses a correlation index to deter-

mine the optimal one level cluster size to aggregate data. Our clustering approach

is similar, but we extend hierarchies to include potential multiple levels and propose

explicit discrete regions for the correlation index (equal attributes yield correlation
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value of 1, while different attributes yield correlation index of 0). ACQUIRE [36]

proposes a query propagation scheme in which the sensor receiving a query perform

a d-hop look-ahead to see if there is information that can answer the query. If not

the query is then propagated (through Random Walk or other mechanism). The

authors do not propose laying a foundational routing mechanism, but attempt to

exploit potential data redundancy in the network to answer queries.

Our work closely resembles Semantic Routing Trees (SRT) [37]. SRT proposes

overlaying a tree on the sensor network, in which sensors track the value of a single

attribute. Parent sensors know the value range of the attribute of all of its descen-

dant sensors, and forward queries to a child only if it and its descendants can answer

the query. A generalized approach to content based networking is CBCB (Com-

bined Broadcast and Content-Based routing) [38]. CBCB assumes the existence of a

broadcast layer that reaches all nodes in the network. In [38] nodes broadcast their

predicates, i.e., a set of constraints over the attributes, along the broadcast tree.

Matching data is attracted and forwarded to the nodes issuing the predicates. Nodes

along the broadcast tree track the predicates issued and only forward relevant data

that has been requested. Our work does not attempt to track query routing at every

node in the network, instead, we form attribute equivalent clusters of sensors and

use these clusters to route queries to relevant sensors. By changing how such clusters

are formed, i.e., by adding or removing specific nodes in the attribute hierarchy, we

can determine the granularity of control we desire in the query propagation and thus

achieve higher gains by avoiding redundant traffic in the network. In addition, we

seek to enable internetworking of different sensor network systems that are employing

different address naming and/or routing schemes.

Semantics based query routing has been studied by the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) net-

work community [39, 40, 41]. A taxonomy for “content” network is described at [42].
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Work in [40] proposes clustering nodes together (i.e., adding logical edges) based

on content similarity, while [39] suggests that nodes in the network should “learn

about” the contents of other nodes in the network so that queries may be more

efficiently forwarded. In particular, [41] offers an ontology-based solution to what

content similarity may mean, by offering a matching process that involves a con-

cept/content’s “name,” “attributes” and “relationships.” As can be seen, overlay

P2P networks have the flexibility of exploiting dynamic changes to the network

topology by adding/removing logical links. The papers above seem to assume a

static knowledge representation system, i.e., a content categorization system, an on-

tology, etc., that is static. The problem they try to solve can roughly be stated as:

given that there is this knowledge system, how to form networks/forward queries

such that a quantifiable metric (e.g. latency) is minimized. Semantic Web Services

and other semantic based services [43, 44, 45] often focus on how to specify ser-

vices through different languages [46, 47, 48], without special consideration to the

underlying routing mechanism. Our proposal focus the problem on a different per-

spective, given the network of nodes with their locations, data attributes available

and a inquiry forwarding process, how do we enable forming the categorization sys-

tem (say a attribute hierarchy) that will minimize a quantifiable metric (again, e.g.,

data latency). Our work can be seen as laying the foundation for the development

of semantic routing in sensor networks. Establishment of attribute clusters is useful

to implement semantic routing [49]. The attribute equivalent regions built can also

be used in resource exposure schemes as those found in [50]. In addition to that, we

offer application level control of routing behavior through routing rules.

The advantages of being able to select the routing protocol at run-time have been

pointed out by the active network community [51]. Work in [52] proposes encapsulat-

ing packets in SAPF (Simple Active Packet Format) headers, which carry indicators
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to an active node’s FIB (Forwarding Information Base), guiding packet forwarding

behavior at run-time. The routing example shown in [52] is tree based. In [53] the

authors propose an overlay scheme that allows active nodes to coexist with passive

nodes. The active nodes track communication paths to each other reactively. Our

work shows how dynamic routing protocol selection can be implemented in attribute

clustered WSNETs. We show the routing rules and the performance analysis for both

the tree and the mesh traversal modes. Furthermore, we show how the changing den-

sity of “active routers” (in our case attribute based routers or cluster leaders) in the

network, achieved through changing the number of levels in the attribute hierarchy,

affects the expected performance of the two routing schemes.

Many clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature [54, 55, 56, 57,

58, 18, 59]. Work in [54] selects clusterheads based on node ID, while [55] proposes

forming clusters based on link quality. Clustering is proposed in both cases to pro-

vide scalability and service guarantees. Admission control and bandwidth allocation

are all performed within the cluster. Amis et al. [56] propose an election algorithm

that chooses clusterheads in such a way that these form a dominating set. Moreover,

nodes are guaranteed to be at most d hops away from a clusterhead. McDonald and

Znati [60] propose to form clusters in order to offer probabilistic bounds on path

availability. The path availability model is built on top of a mobility model that is

presented in the same paper. Banerjee and Khuller [57] proposed algorithms that

form and maintain a hierarchical set of clusters under mobility. The clusters formed

satisfy certain design objectives, such as nodes belonging to a constant number of

clusters at one hierarchy level, low overlap between two clusters, etc. Ramachan-

dran et al. [58] propose algorithms that form star shaped clusters at a pre-defined

maximum size, with the Bluetooth [61] model in mind. Estrin et al. [18] proposed

a clustering mechanism that can ensure bi-directional link connectivity for nodes in
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the network. Ghiasi et al. [59] propose an optimal k-clustering algorithm for sensor

networks, in which k clusterheads are selected and the clusters are balanced. It is

shown that this problem is solved optimally using min-cost network flow.

The clustering algorithms above attempt formation of clusters that satisfy certain

invariant properties (leaders have lowest ID), communication metrics (link quality, bi-

connectivity) or topological properties (maximum cluster radius, balanced clusters,

path availability, etc). Our algorithms form clusters that reflect possible traffic pat-

terns. By tying attributes that are relevant to inquiries posed to the sensor network

to the overlaid cluster structure, we are establishing clusters that reflect application

level communication needs rather than network level topological criteria.

The design of clustering algorithms that satisfy application level communication

needs can also be found in [62, 63, 64]. Clusterheads in LEACH (Low Energy Adap-

tive Clustering Hierarchy [62]) and HEED (Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed Clus-

tering [63]) are all elected through a randomized algorithm which guarantees that the

role of being a clusterhead is shared by all available nodes. HEED specifically uses

residual energy in clusterhead election. Bandyopadhyay and Coyle [64] use stochas-

tic geometry to derive an expression for the communication cost of cluster members

to the clusterhead. From this expression the cluster radius and the probability of a

node becoming a clusterhead is obtained. Our work differs from the above in that

there is no support in the clustering algorithms (or architectures) above to exploit

biased communication patterns in sensor networks, which we believe will be evident

if a large sensor network becomes a shared resource. In contrast, our clustering al-

gorithm has provision for insertion and removal of cluster levels that can exploit the

biased patterns of inquiry traffic and thus achieve higher savings.

This capacity to exploit traffic patterns through hierarchy levels to minimize

energy expenditure, and the absence of the necessity of GPS-based geography coor-
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dinates are the distinguishing marks of our work with respect to DataSpace [65] and

SINA (Sensor Information Networking Architecture [66]). DataSpace [65] is a gen-

eralized geographical (using GPS coordinates) based routing architecture that can

support querying and monitoring of objects in the DataSpace. It uses hierarchical

data cubes (which represent 3D regions in space) and directory services in data cubes

to achieve its goals. There is no discussion of any specific “clustering” mechanism

per se, for objects wishing to belong to DataSpace register with the directory service

of the data cube it is in. Clustering and attribute-based naming are both mentioned

in SINA, however, the clustering algorithm is not tied to the attributes of sensors,

and is proposed only to facilitate scalable operations.

Because our work supports delivering queries to relevant regions of the net-

work, this can be seen as complementary to data-centric storage approaches, such as

GHT (Geographic Hash Tables) [67], DIMENSIONS [68], DIFS (Distributed Index

of Features in Sensor networks) [69], DIM (Distributed Index of Multi-dimensional

data) [70] and Fractionally Cascaded Information (FCI) [71]. GHT proposes using

a hash function that produces geographical coordinates once given a key. Sensors

nearest to the coordinates store the key-value pair. Structured replication is used

to avoid any node becoming a hotspot due to the high frequency of a key’s occur-

rence. In DIM the hash function accepts as input multiple attributes (i.e., supports

multi-dimensional data), and the closer the attribute values of the input, the closer

the outputs of the hash function are in geographical coordinates. DIFS proposes

establishing a hierarchy in the network, in which root nodes track the narrowest

range of attribute values over the largest spatial coverage, while leaf nodes track the

widest range of attribute values over the smallest spatial coverage. This construc-

tion allows load balancing over index nodes and supports range queries as well. Our

approach establishes hierarchies within the network and summaries of information
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so that queries may be routed to where the sensors containing the information are.

Data is stored in the sensors detecting the event and not moved (nor replicated) in

other sensors.

DIMENSIONS [68] advocates aggregating data hierarchically by clusterheads and

using wavelet transforms to produce multi-resolution views of the network. Thus a

query that did not require full resolution view of the data could be answered at a

higher hierarchy level. Gao et al. [71] makes a similar argument and propose that

sensors should only know a fraction of the information from distant parts of the

network. They partition the network by using a quadtree structure, in which the

root node is a square covering the whole network and the leaf node is a square re-

gion containing one sensor. Sensors within a node share information with sensors

in sibling nodes. The required information (such as maximum temperature within

the four nodes) is then forwarded to the parent node. Thus every sensor knows of

the maximum temperature of the square regions (nodes in the quadtree) it belongs

to, all the way up to the root node. In this structured format, queries are bounded

in complexity, as the authors show in their paper. In the two schemes above clus-

ters form independently of the content of the sensors or the frequency and “shape”

of queried regions. In contrast, our clusters are formed essentially based on the

attributes queried and relevant regions.

Work in [72, 73, 74, 50, 75] are related to programming sensor networks. Welsh [50]

describes a region based communication programming primitive that allows pro-

grammers to treat regions as single abstractions. These regions may be defined by

connectivity, location or other properties of the nodes (i.e., they are marked by an

ontology of attributes). The routing process in our architecture can benefit from the

expressiveness of the abstractions above and implement more efficient routing rules.

SensorWare [72, 73] and Maté provide general frameworks that allow mobile code to
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be shipped and executed on remote sensor nodes. Work in [75] proposes a frame-

work on which routing services can be built. It defines tunable state information,

programmable state-collecting module and programmable data-forwarding module,

written based on code from a shared library. Our attribute based routing scheme

can be built on top of this framework.

We have shown in this chapter various background work related to clustering

algorithms and the ways in which our work differs, improves or simplifies the ap-

proaches taken to adapt to sensor networks. Our chief contribution is in the unified

approach to routing for sensor networks, in which the routing elements (attribute

based clusters) can be dynamically adjusted to match incoming traffic, and routing

behavior (routing rules set) can be changed to support application level communica-

tion needs. In the next chapter we offer an in-depth presentation of the components

of our solution.
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Chapter 4

An Attribute Based Routing Scheme For

Wireless Sensor Networks

In this section we describe the various elements of our proposed solution and methods

to evaluate their performance. We first start by describing our design philosophy and

the insights from previous research work that guided in our design. The we proceed

to describe the two parts that are the foundation of our work: the algorithms that

establish an hierarchical set of clusters in the network, which become the units for

routing in our framework, followed by the specification of data structures and routing

rules that allow dynamic behavior change in the way a packet may traverse the

attribute hierarchy. We will next proceed to describe routing in sensor networks and

our design philosophy.

Routing is concerned with delivering information from a source host to a desti-

nation host accurately and within expected performance bounds. The information

starts at the source host and flows through a finite sequence of hosts until it reaches

the destination host. Any two consecutive hosts in the sequence are neighbors and

the resulting sequence of links is called a path (or route) between source and desti-

nation. If there is no path between any two hosts in the network, then the network

is partitioned.

To establish communication between source and destination these elements are

necessary: a reference system with specific names by which source and destination
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identify themselves and the elements in the space in which they exist; and the knowl-

edge needed to traverse the space that separates the source from the destination.

This knowledge itself can be centralized, in which case it can be located in the

source (e.g., source based routing), or can be bound with the information (e.g.,

agent like delivery system); or it can be distributed, so that specific spots in between

the source and destination are selected to forward packets appropriately, in other

words, to establish routers in the network. Centralized approaches do not scale well.

Binding too much information with the data (in agent like schemes) incurs in higher

transmission costs, since the agent itself needs be propagated in addition to the data.

This argues against their deployment in sensor networks, since energy is a resource

that must be used sparingly.

In the design of our routing architecture, we chose to distribute the knowledge of

network traversal from source to destination to multiple selected nodes. That is, we

choose specific routers within the network that receive the task of delivering data.

In this way the stored knowledge needed to deliver data is also distributed, which

scales better with increasing network size, and assigning this role dynamically enable

load balancing among sensors in the network. In the next subsections we describe

our design decisions and functionality specifications of our routing scheme.

4.1 Design

When designing routing schemes, one important question is to consider how infor-

mation exists within the network, and how requests for such information are made.

Information can be represented by data sets, and requests for information can be

seen as a set of points of interest, in which each point of interest maps to at least one

data set. Each point of interest has associated with it an access probability, which

represents the frequency in which the community of users looks for that information.
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Data sets may exist replicated within different hosts in the network.
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Figure 4·1: Data and Routing in Networks

In the past routing algorithms focused on reaching a specific host. This paradigm

can be justified when the hosts are few when compared with existing data sets, that

is, many data sets were mapped to a relatively few hosts. This is illustrated in the

top part of Fig. 4·1, in which the packet sent by A wants to reach hosts B, C or

D, which possess the data A desires. With the advent of sensor networks, however,

there is a reversal on the numbers on each side. With the decreasing cost of sensors,

it is envisioned that many physical phenomena will be monitored through network

of sensors, that is, sensors sample the same phenomenon at different points in space

and time (thus intrinsic to sensor applications is the notion of location and relative

time). These sensors often collect highly correlated or even same data values. Under

such circumstances, finding a specific host is not as essential as finding the desired

data, for such data may be replicated in many hosts. This converse situation is

illustrated in the bottom part of Fig. 4·1, in which the data A desires is stored in all

but a few hosts.
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It is possible to implement data-centric approaches to routing that emphasizes

finding the values of detected events (e.g. DIM [70], DIFS [69]). In such systems the

location where the events occur is not as relevant as the fact that a specified event

occurred. In our design we propose foundational support for inquiries of events

in which the location of the event is not disassociated with the event itself (see the

examples in Chapter 2). Having decided to support location attributes in our routing

scheme, we next define how addressable units can be formed in our infrastructure.

Consider that in the sensor network N attributes exist. Users may inquire data

based on any combination of the N attributes. Sensors in the network that match

the attributes requested are the intended target of the inquiries. Each attribute can

thus be seen as one dimension in a N dimensional space. In Fig. 4·2 illustrates an

example of two dimensional space, in which the two attributes existent in the sensor

network is the location of the sensor at quadrant level, and the type of sensor being

deployed. Note that while the two dimensional space represent all possible inquiry

space, some points in that data space may not find a matching sensor in the real

world, and any inquiries to those points will simply be dropped.
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Figure 4·2: Sensor network supporting a two dimensional data space

Given an N dimensional data space, the set of possible (i.e., inquiries that may

find matching sensors which will respond to such inquiries) attribute based addresses

in the network will be formed by the collection of all possible combination of data
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points, from 1 data point to all the data points in the space. In Fig. 4·3 we show

examples of a few attribute based addresses that are formed based on the two di-

mensional data set of Fig. 4·2. The address “Quadrant=SE, Type=Humidity” is an

example of an address based on 1 data point, while the “Quadrant=All, Type=All”

address is an example of an address for the whole data points.

Light Intensity

T
yp

e

Temperature

Humidity

QuadrantSESWNENW

Address: "Quadrant=SE, Type=Humidity"

Address: "Quadrant=All, Type=Temperature"

Address: "Quadrant=SE or SW, Type=All"

Address: "Quadrant=All, Type=All"

Figure 4·3: Addresses in a sensor network supporting the two dimen-
sional data space

Each address will have associated a frequency of access. Considering that the user

base of sensor networks will be from various discipline fields, the frequency of access

is likely to be skewed. That is, not all inquiries need to reach all sensors. We can,

therefore, exploit the access pattern so that popular addresses will be easily found

within the network. In our work we provide an infrastructure that forms virtual

clusters in the network that represent possible addresses from the N dimensional

data space. Different groups of data points will induce the formation of different

structures in the network. One example is shown in Fig. 4·4, in which the choice of

addressing all sensors in the network lead to the formation of a “Forest” attribute;

addressing two contiguous quadrants lead to the formation of the “Sector” and the

addressing of a single quadrant lead to “Quadrant.” In our selection of attributes,

having them satisfy containment relationships, i.e., Quadrant ⊂ Sector ⊂ Forest,

facilitate the guidance of inquiries to specific parts of the network. While it is

possible to support non-containment related attributes (as shown in Section 2.4),

in this dissertation we describe work that enable formation of containment related
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virtual clusters in the sensor network.
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Figure 4·4: Addresses in a sensor network translated into a hierarchy
of attributes

Given the hierarchy of attributes, shown in the rightmost part of Fig. 4·4 inquiries

addressed to the Forest attribute would be distributed to the whole network, while

inquiries to a Sector would be delivered to only 1/2 and inquiries to a Quadrant

would be delivered to only 1/4th of the original network.

Now that the addressable units of our infrastructure have been determined, we

turn to the process in which packets are forwarded within the hierarchical set. Con-

sider Fig. 4·5 (is the same as Fig. 1·4 but shown here for easier viewing). As stated

in Section 1.2, different applications may benefit from different ways of processing

data.

Subquadrant (leaf) cluster leader
Quadrant level cluster leader
Leader for the whole network

average collection
Path of cluster

Path of subquadrant (leaf)
cluster average collection

Figure 4·5: Different ways for obtaining average temperature of the
sensor network.

The challenge is then to incorporate into our routing infrastructure elements
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that can change the behavior of packet processing during deployment time at the

request of applications that are being deployed. The design choice we selected is by

the utilization of routing rules set, and have the routing agent interpret the rules

set. Using sets of rules to change routing behavior is more lightweight in terms

of transmission cost than, for instance, sending mobile agents. By giving a set of

functions that invoke lower level processing capabilities, routing rules can be written

to change packet processing from the left side of Fig. 4·5 to the right side of Fig. 1·4.

In Section 4.2 we describe how virtual attribute hierarchies are specified and how

the clustering mechanism take place within the sensor network and we follow in

Section 4.3 with a description of the rules based routing properties in our scheme,

together with pseudo-code for three routing rules set.

4.2 Attribute Based Clustering

Because most sensors in a sensor network are intended to monitor phenomena and

report results elsewhere, they can be collectively modeled as a large spatially dis-

tributed database [65, 76]. Examples of inquiries (information requests) that might

be posed include:

• How many nests in the northeast section of the forest currently have birds in

them?

• What is the average temperature in the laboratories in the basement of building

10?

• Detect congestion in the intersection of Main and Broadway and control traffic

lights to relieve the congestion.

• What is the frequency of vibration at 12:00?
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If we relied on data flooding to disseminate the inquiries within the sensor net-

work, all sensors would be affected whenever a new inquiry were posed to the network,

which can be energy inefficient. In order to achieve savings in communication costs,

we propose clustering the sensors according to attributes that are meaningful to the

inquiries and that can be exploited to reduce unnecessary traffic, in other words,

attributes that encompass regions of sensor networks which possess data that are

often queried. One candidate that fulfills the requirements is to establish hierarchies

of attributes that are location based, and in which upper level hierarchies contain

lower level hierarchies. By location we mean attributes that are spatially related

and by containment we imply that sensors that share a common lower level attribute

automatically share all upper level hierarchy attributes.

We choose the location attribute as the clustering criterion for several reasons: (1)

location attributes are general enough to be used in most environments (e.g., we can

define “geographical section” clusters for sensors covering a national park, “room”

clusters inside a building, etc.); (2) hierarchies can also be easily built (room ⊂ floor

⊂ building, etc.); (3) the containment of lower level clusters by higher level ones

allows us finer control over the selection of sensors that will receive an inquiry; and

(4) it is easier to implement adaptive schemes which go back and forth between pure

flooding schemes, which is the same as having only one cluster containing all sensors,

and hierarchically clustered schemes, depending on the dynamic cost effectiveness

analysis.

In the presence of these hierarchical clusters, lower level clusterheads collect clus-

ter member information into “catalogs” and send them to their upper level clus-

terheads. When inquiries arrive, they are processed and relayed by the top level

clusterhead to the lower level clusterheads according to the catalog information pos-

sessed. Only when the inquiries arrive at the relevant clusters are they flooded to
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all the sensors in the clusters. Such location based containment hierarchies map

themselves naturally to many scenarios (buildings, geographical areas) and can be

represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), as can be seen from the examples in

Fig. 4·6. We call such DAGs Containment-DAGs or C-DAGs for short and we refer

to these containment based attribute hierarchies Containment Hierarchies or CH for

short.

[Country]

[Coast]

[State]

[Weather−
balloon]

[Buoy]

Temperature Pressure

[Building]

[Floor]

[Corridor] [Room] [Tree]

[Nest]

[Section]

[Forest] [Town]

[Root]

[Garden]

[House]

[Neighborhood]

[Closet]

Temperature Humidity Motion Chemical

Figure 4·6: Examples of Attribute Containment Hierarchies

In Fig. 4·6 we show three examples of containment DAGs (C-DAGs). Nodes in

black represent attributes that are relevant for users of the sensor network. White

boxes represent types of data that can be collected by deployed sensors. Thus the left-

most C-DAG can be used to collect information regarding temperature and humidity

conditions in a building, while the rightmost C-DAG can be used for temperature

and pressure sensors monitoring weather conditions along the coast. In the center

C-DAG of Fig. 4·6 we show an example of two attribute hierarchies (for “Forest” and

for “Town”) that have a common relevant attribute (“Tree”). In the figure, sensors

with the same room number automatically share the same floor number. Sensors in

the same garden have to be in the same neighborhood.

Our work applies mainly to static or almost static sensor networks, as represented

by habitat, traffic or structural integrity monitoring applications [7, 8, 11], and by
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sensor network fields deployed for target classification and tracking [13]. It is possible

to support non-location based clusters (e.g., sensors belonging to the same “family”)

by forming initially a location-based attribute hierarchy and establishing registration

and update mechanisms to cope with physical distance and/or mobility. This is

however reserved for future work. We present next our clustering algorithm.

4.2.1 Algorithms for Cluster Formation and Maintenance

The algorithms we developed form same-attribute clusters with one clusterhead and

rotate the clusterhead functionality among cluster members. Rotating clusterhead is

a load balancing mechanism to avoid energy depletion of a single device that carries

the role of clusterhead, since clusterheads are called to perform more functions,

e.g., inquiry forwarding, than a cluster member. Since inquiry forwarding within

the cluster hierarchy takes place between clusterheads, this rotation mechanism also

avoids depleting energy along a path between clusterheads. Because of the higher

processing activity demands, devices with higher energy levels are selected in the

rotation process.

Clusterheads will also gather information regarding their cluster members so as

to be able to decide whether to flood or drop inquiries that reach them. Cluster sizes

are constrained whenever possible, so as to avoid managing disproportionately large

clusters. Unicast routes are established among adjacent level clusterheads in the pro-

cess to facilitate any future information exchange. In addition the algorithms detect

and recover from clusterhead failures and support dynamic membership updates, ef-

fectively allowing dynamic C-DAG updates at the node level (i.e., the containment

relationships may adapt to the types of inquiries during deployment). Specific parts

of the algorithms are presented below.
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Figure 4·7: Finite State Machine for cluster formation

Cluster Formation

We propose a modified clustering algorithm called leader algorithm in [77] to form

clusters (thus we will call clusterheads cluster leaders interchangeably) by attribute

values and potentially limited by hop-count. Fig. 4·7 describes the finite state ma-

chine of our cluster formation algorithm. For clarity’s sake, the finite state machines

from Fig. 4·7 to Fig. 4·12 do not contain steps that handle catalog collection and

exchange, since these are not essential for understanding the clustering aspects of

the algorithms. All cluster formation decisions are localized and all clusters across

all hierarchy levels are formed in one network-wide flooding. This flooding is part of

the maintenance cost which is independent of the inquiry arrival rate, and which is

used to set up the virtual infrastructure that helps achieving communication gains

as inquiries are forwarded to targeted areas. Our cluster formation algorithm is

summarized as follows:

• One device (e.g., a base-station) starts the clustering process by broadcasting a

cluster formation packet CLUST FORM. Devices which hear this packet wait for an
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amount of time which is based on their energy levels [18]. The specific waiting

period is given by a function which is composed of two parts: a deterministic

part which inversely reflects the energy level of the sensor, summed to a random

variable distributed uniformly between (−Tw, Tw). Assuming discrete energy

levels i, in which energy level i < i + 1, the deterministic part of the function

generates waiting times Ti, Ti > Ti+1, and which Ti − Ti+1 > 2Tw.

• The device with shortest waiting time generates a random number to be used as

cluster ID and broadcasts its candidacy packet first. Leader candidates which

hear such a broadcast cancel their timers and rebroadcast the higher energy

leader’s candidacy packet with hop count increased by one. Ties are broken by

deterministic methods (i.e., lowest id). The same packets received more than

once are dropped.

• Devices which had selected leaders but which hear more suitable leader candi-

dates switch leaders and rebroadcast the new leader’s candidacy packet.

• When a device hears a cluster formation packet from a neighbor device which

has a different attribute value in one of its CH levels (e.g., sensor 23 in room

445 hears from a sensor in room 442), it will try to become a leader candidate

of the region with new attribute value and new cluster ID (sensor 23 becomes

leader candidate for room 445).

• Devices keep track of the hop count to the leader they are selecting and the

neighbor devices through which they heard the packet. If it exceeds a pre-

defined CH level threshold value, then the device will become a leader candidate

and form a new cluster within the same attribute value region (thus room 445

may have more than one cluster). We call this hop-count based new cluster

formation.
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• Cluster leaders at the lowest CH level wait for a time before flooding (within

the cluster) a request for cluster member information from its members. All

cluster leaders wait a time-out period (proportional to the cluster hop-threshold

number, collect any member related information into a “catalog” and forward a

summary of the information they collected to their higher level leader. This is

so that top level leaders can make informed decisions on whether to forward or

drop an arriving inquiry. The time-out period is set initially to a default value,

which is up to the design engineer deploying the network. Sensors receiving

the first request for catalog information track their hop distance to the leader

(hl), and know the maximum cluster hop radius (hmax). Thus they wait for a

period of time proportional to hmax − hl before sending their information up-

stream towards the cluster leader. If in the meantime they receive any cluster

member information which is downstream from the cluster leader, this infor-

mation is aggregated with their own and sent afterward upstream. Leaders

collect the maximum cluster hop radius information, and during subsequent

rotation times, this information is transmitted together with the catalog col-

lection packet, making the collection of catalog information faster if the cluster

radius is smaller than the maximum allowed.
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Figure 4·8: Cluster Formation Process.
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Note that clustering happens simultaneously across all CH levels. Thus our clus-

tering scheme requires only one network-wide broadcast for the formation of the

clusters at all CH levels. Although we apply node energy level as an attribute for

leader selection, this is is not intrinsic to the algorithm and is not limiting. Any

function of a sensor’s attributes (e.g., sensors locating with a specific area, node ID,

etc) can be used for leadership candidacy. The hop-count based new cluster forma-

tion rule is overridden when there is attribute change in a lower level CH value. If

there is no lower level, then new clusters may be formed as soon as the hop-count

limit is reached. This is to avoid having different clusters in the same room answer

to different floor leaders.
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Figure 4·9: Attribute Containment based Clustering.

We show an example of our clustering algorithm in Fig. 4·8 and 4·9. Cluster

formation starts from node A, which elects itself as building, floor, and room leader

(top left of Fig. 4·8). When it broadcasts the cluster formation packet, node M

accepts A’s building leadership, but notices that the packet came from a different

floor and room, and elects itself as leader of its floor and its room (top right of

Fig. 4·8). Upon M ’s broadcast, node O accepts M ’s floor leadership, but keeps its

own room leadership candidacy and eventually becomes room leader (bottom left of
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Fig. 4·8). Node S accepts leadership from A and M , canceling any candidacy timers

it may have. As cluster formation packet propagates, new room clusters are formed

(bottom right of Fig. 4·8) if the rooms are large (e.g., rooms 1 and 2 on floor 3)

but since different floor clusters cannot be formed in the same room, there is only

one floor cluster on floor 2. On floor 1, nodes G and H both broadcast their floor

candidacy close to one another, but G is the “most suitable” leader because we used

the lowest id function as tie breaker (bottom right of Fig. 4·8). Node H remained

room leader because of the hop distance between itself and G. The building cluster

encompassing all sensors has not been shown for sake of clarity. At the end of the

cluster formation process, the clusters formed are shown in Fig. 4·9).

Cluster Leader Rotation

CLUSTER
LEADERNEW_LEADERReceives

packet. Restart Rotation
timer.

Receives
packet with less suitable
leader information.

NEW_LEADER

Receives NEW_LEADER
with more suitable leader
information. Resend
NEW_LEADER.

packet

Send 
Rotation timer time−out.

NEW_LEADER packet
with self as leader.

Receives

suitable leader information.

NEW_LEADER packet.
Resend if it contains more

Send 
Rotation timer time−out.

Rotation.

NEW_LEADER packet
with self as leader. Restart

MEMBER
CLUSTER

Figure 4·10: Finite State Machine for leader rotation

Leader rotation avoids single devices from being completely energy-depleted due

to their burden in the clusterhead role. The same cluster ID that was generated

during cluster formation time is kept throughout deployment period of the sensor

network. The rotation period is adjusted according to the frequency of inquiries
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arriving at the cluster and to the leader’s level in the hierarchy level (higher level

leaders rotate less). The steps in our algorithm are:

1. After a certain time-out interval, the sensor with the highest energy left in the

cluster floods the cluster announcing its leadership candidacy, establishing a

routing tree rooted at itself;

2. If multiple candidacies are heard, the “most suitable” (determined through a

localized decision) is selected;

3. The old leader, upon time-out, unicasts its catalog information to the newly

elected leader via the routing tree, and the new leader sends an catalog infor-

mation update to its higher level leader. This update establishes the unicast

route from the new leader to the higher level leader.

Fig. 4·10 shows the finite state machine of the rotation algorithm with the char-

acteristics listed above.

Higher level leaders that are aware of repeated inquiries to popular lower level CH

instances (e.g., the floor leader repeatedly gets requests to room 445) may appoint

as its successor a sensor in the lower level CH instance. This can be achieved by

flooding the cluster before the expected time out, inhibiting sensors not in the lower

level CH instance from sending candidacy packets (only sensors from room 445 would

time-out and send candidacy packets).

Cluster Recovery Algorithms

Cluster leaders send periodic LEADER ALIVE messages to its k-hop neighbors (k being

a tunable parameter of the algorithm). These neighbors also keep a copy of what-

ever information the cluster leader is maintaining. The neighbor which detects cluster

leader failure floods the cluster identifying itself as “interim leader” (see Fig. 4·11)
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Figure 4·11: Finite State Machine for LEADER ALIVE packet exchange
with k-hop neighbors

and a rotation mechanism follows. Cluster member failures do not trigger any re-

covery mechanisms, for we assume the sensor network to be dense enough, in which

individual sensor failures do not impair cluster related functions and properties.

If the network is not large or not dense enough, then peer monitoring among

same-attribute leaders may be necessary to recover from partitions in the attribute

value region. For example, consider the case in which a sensor in room 445 fails

and breaks one cluster into two partitions, but both are reachable through sensors

along the corridor. In these instances, the partition without a leader will detect

soon that no leader rotation packets have traversed it. After a fixed time-out value

plus a random interval of time one of the sensors in the partition will broadcast an

attribute-limited cluster formation packet and leader candidacy packet, attempting

to form a new cluster. After the new leader is established it will collect catalog

information from its members and contact its immediately higher level leader.
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Cluster Join and CH Update Algorithms

Newly deployed sensors will attempt to join the neighboring clusters that first answers

the join request (this is the default have the same attribute values. They do so

by broadcasting a request for membership packet. If no answer is received for n

such broadcasts (each broadcast will be separated by a period of time which is of

exponentially increasing interval length) then the sensor remains isolated and will

cluster only when a cluster formation packet arrives. Thus all initial sensors are

isolated until “triggered” by an external signal from their base-station, as described

previously.

CLUSTER_INFO packet
packet. Send suitable

if possible.

JOIN_CLUSTERReceives

threshold
JOIN_CLUSTERSends packet.

times, startAfter
NewClustertimer.

Resend if it contains
more suitable leader
information.

Receives
NEW_CLUSTER packet.

CLUSTER_INFOReceives
packet with no suitable

 timer.NewCluster
maximum hop threshold. Start
leader information or above

NewCluster

with self as leader.

timer time−out.
Send NEW_CLUSTER packet

NEW_CLUSTER

leader information
packet with less suitable
Receives

NEW_CLUSTER

leader information
packet with more suitable
Receives

packet with suitable leader
Receives CLUSTER_INFO/NEW_CLUSTER

information.

CLUSTER
LEADER

MEMBER
CLUSTER

UNCLUSTERED

Receives JOIN_CLUSTER
packet. Send suitable
CLUSTER_INFO

packet if possible.

Figure 4·12: Finite State Machine for joining existing clusters

However, if there are clustered sensors nearby, they will answer the membership

request by sending their CH instance information, as well as all of their CH cluster

information. The new sensor may join the closest clustered network (at each CH

level), if attributes match, or may attempt to form a new cluster. Fig. 4·12 shows

the finite state machine for cluster join and update algorithms. In case a join is
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performed, catalog-related information is forwarded to its leader.

This mechanism effectively supports dynamic CH updates. That is, given an at-

tribute hierarchy, a virtual overlay of hierarchical clusters can be formed and changed

during deployment to reflect changes to the hierarchy. If we update the hierarchy by

adding an attribute node, then sensors receiving the CH update are effectively the

same as newly deployed sensors which do not have a cluster leader (in that level)

but which are in an already deployed network. These sensors will request member-

ship but will receive cluster information without any matching CH level instance,

at which point they will group themselves together and elect new leaders. These

new leaders will contact (potentially through flooding the higher level cluster) their

higher level leaders and lower level leaders (if existent) and re-establish the unicast

communication architecture among adjacent level clusterheads.

To complete our discussion of dynamic CH updates, note that the removal of

a level does not affect any member, since sensors kept all information for all CH

levels. They simply erase the information regarding that level. Leaders of the level

below the removed one send catalog update information to leaders two levels up in

the old CH (such paths were formed when the higher level leaders were elected). In

the next section we show how packets can be routed within the hierarchy, and path

maintenance issues.

4.2.2 Routing Between Cluster Leaders

Cluster leaders from adjacent hierarchy levels maintain paths to each other. When a

packet is unicast, nodes along the path overhear the next hop neighbor rebroadcast

the packet before considering the packet delivered. If the rebroadcast from the

downstream neighbor is not overheard, the current node will perform a local hop-

restricted flood to find a new downstream neighbor to the final destination node.
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Figure 4·13: Creation and Maintenance of Unicast Routes between
Cluster Leaders

The path maintenance is illustrated in Fig. 4·13. In that figure we can see that A, B,

C and D are cluster leaders at the second level in the hierarchy, and they are at the

root of a routing tree that spans all sensors in their clusters (paths shown for cluster I

only). The routing trees were formed through an intra-cluster flooding (at that level

in the hierarchy) at the time they became leaders. Thus A, B, C and D are also

able to keep unicast routes to their top level leader L. When leadership in cluster

II rotates from B to B ′, the latter does not need to discover a route to L because

it already had one since the time L became top leader. The route from L to B ′ is

established when the latter contacts the former with catalog update information. If

a sensor’s path to its leader becomes disrupted due to an intermediate node failure

(Z), local repair will be attempted (Z contacts its neighbor P ), since all sensors in

a cluster have a path to the corresponding cluster leader.

Inquiries arriving at a node are directed to its cluster leader, which will for-

ward the inquiry based on the contents of its catalog. This process is illustrated in

Fig. 4·14. The figure is the logical representation of the clustered scheme correspond-

ing to Fig. 4·9. Suppose an inquiry arrived to A to be sent to {floor=1, room=1}.
A checks its catalog information and forwards the inquiry to G, since all clusters

in room 1 belong to G. If A had no knowledge of its child cluster’s properties, the
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Figure 4·14: Inquiry Routing in C-DAG instances.

inquiry would have been forwarded to all child cluster leaders (G, J , M , Q and

A). Likewise, if an inquiry is received by N regarding {floor=3, room=2}, when

the inquiry reaches M , M can redirect the inquiry directly to O and P . Note that

because inquiries do not cross cluster boundaries, an inquiry that reaches O will not

be forwarded to P and vice-versa.

Having laid down the foundations of establishing a virtual hierarchy of clusters

in the network, in the following sections we will present infra-structure to support

routing rules set that dictate how packets are delivered in the network (like the

behavior exemplified by Fig. 4·14) which yield different performance levels. The

different performance levels can be selected by applications to match their higher

level objectives.

4.3 Rules Based Routing in Clustered WSNET

Routing behavior in the large scale can be determined by how incoming packets are

processed. In our infrastructure we use sets of rules that guide packet behavior based

on the existing overlaid attribute hierarchy. Rules are interpreted, and rules sets can

be supported concurrently so that each application may forward packets based on

the application requirements. In the following sections we show the components of

our solution, which include the specification of address names in the routing rules,
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the data structures used to track routing information, and the pseudo-code for three

sets of routing rules set.

4.3.1 Naming

Address names in our routing scheme are composed of a sequence of attributes.

Attributes possess name, type and value. Attribute names are specified as strings.

The default type for all attributes is string, unless otherwise specified. Additional

possible types are char, short, integer, float and double. If the type is an char, then

the value is stored in one byte. Two bytes for short, 4 for int and float and 8 for

double. String values are stored in an array of chars, with a special termination

character like C strings.

We assume that sensors that are deployed are tagged with location based at-

tributes that are relevant to the users of the sensor network. That is, users select

these attributes in their inquiries. These location-based attributes can be as specific

as GPS coordinates or can be as generic as Quadrant, Subquadrant, etc.

Attributes are only well-defined in the context of an attribute hierarchy. Attribute

hierarchies are represented via a C-DAG specified through a file, and brings with it a

list of all attribute names and their respective types, together with possible values for

each attribute. In addition, containment relationships and adjacency relationships

are clearly defined for attribute names and attribute values, respectively. This means

that given two attribute names, we must be able to tell whether one is contained in

the other (e.g., subquadrant ⊂ quadrant, GPS X coordinate 6⊂ GPS Y coordinate).

Likewise, given two attribute values (e.g., “NorthEast” and “NorthWest”), when

queried, “NorthEast” IsAdjacentTo “NorthWest” returns true. See appendix B for

more details.

A hash function (such as MD5 or SHA) generates a message digest for the file
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specifying the attribute hierarchy that is used as the identifier for this hierarchy.

When sending information packets, sensors attach the hierarchy’s identifier together

with the set of attributes that form the address. The order of appearance of the

attributes in an address is relevant: most encompassing attributes (higher in the

hierarchy) appear first.

4.3.2 Clustering
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Figure 4·15: Cluster Equivalency

It is assumed that sensors in the network will be clustered according to the

attribute nodes defined in a C-DAG, as described in Sec. 4.2. Sensors should thus be

separated into attribute equivalent clusters, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 4·15,

with the leaders representing each cluster (top part of Fig. 4·15) as depicted by the

C-DAG.

Due to the broadcast nature of the clustering formation protocol, sensors know

whether they are “border” cluster sensors (that is, they are within range of a sensor

that belongs to another cluster) or not. Border cluster sensors will overhear the

broadcast of a neighbor that selects a different leader, if their neighbor belongs to

the same attribute hierarchy, or the retransmission of the original cluster formation
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packet in which the sender specifically flags as not belonging to any cluster in the

hierarchy being formed. In such transmission the sender usually also transmits infor-

mation about the clusters of the hierarchy to which it belongs. Thus border cluster

sensors are able to inform their cluster leaders of adjacent cluster’s attributes. In

Fig. 4·15 the adjacency relationships are represented by dark lines connecting the

cluster leaders.

Sensors that reside on the path between border cluster sensors and the cluster

leader learn a route to the attribute region represented by the adjacent cluster. Other

routes that sensors may learn include paths to their cluster leaders (information

obtained during cluster formation time), and occasionally paths to clusters a sensor

is not a member of (this information is usually learnt when the sensor lies in the path

that a lower level cluster leader used to send catalog information to an upper level

cluster leader). Sensors store these path information in a routing table structure we

describe next.

4.3.3 Routing Information Storage

The data structure we use to store routing information is better viewed as composed

of three parts: the first part is composed of graph structures representing known

attribute hierarchies and which is indexed by the hierarchy identifiers. The second

part lists attributes which have been received (i.e., found in a packet) yet whose

attribute hierarchy is unknown. The third part lists current membership clusters the

sensor is part of, and routing information to cluster members. For simplicity we will

refer this three-part structure as routing table, even though it is not technically a

table.
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The graph structures are DAGs, and each node represents an attribute in the

hierarchy. Within the node we list all attribute values that have been seen by the

current node, and track clusters that possess those values, listing their clusterheads,

hop distance to the clusterhead, next-hop neighbor to reach that cluster, and reported

adjacent clusters.

In Fig. 4·16 an attribute hierarchy, as tracked within the routing table, is rep-

resented. The hierarchy itself is tracked through an attribute hierarchy ID. This

ID is defined at the deployment time. Each rectangular table represents a node in

the hierarchy. The top rectangular table is the root node of the hierarchy. Since

each node in the attribute hierarchy represents an attribute, we need to track both

the attribute name and existing attribute values. The name of the root node in

Fig. 4·16 is represented in the graph with “Attribute Name 1.” Possible values for

“Attribute Name 1” range from V alue(1, 1) to V alue(1,M1). For V alue(1, 1) there

may exist A clusters in the network that match the attribute value. Each one is

tracked, together with the cluster ID, cluster leader ID, next-hop neighbor to reach

the cluster leader, hop-count to cluster leader, and any reported adjacent clusters.

For each potential value of “Attribute Name 1” this information is also tracked. The

“Containment” arrows link two nodes, so “Attribute Name 2” and “Attribute Name

3” are nodes in the attribute hierarchy that are contained by “Attribute Name 1.”

This means that for every cluster with an attribute value that is in “Attribute Name

1,” there may exist clusters in it with values associated with “Attribute Name 2.”

The way we track it in the routing table is to associate with each possible value of

the parent node a set with all possible values of the child node. This is represented

by the arrows linking V alue(1, 1) and V alue(1,M1) to their respective row of values

in “Attribute Name 2” (V alue(2, 1) to V alue(2,M2)) and “Attribute Name 3” (only

the first value of the row in “Attribute Name 3” is represented). Individual clusters
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representing a parent node track those clusters of a child node individually. These

are the dashed arrows that link “Cluster ID(1,1,1)” under V alue(1, 1) in “Attribute

Name 1” to the clusters in the first row of values in “Attribute Name 2” and the

arrow linking “Cluster ID(1,M1,1)” to “Cluster ID(2,M2,H).”

Thus in this first part, known instances (i.e., clusters with matching attributes)

of nodes in the attribute hierarchy are tracked, together with their containment and

adjacency relationships. Since multiple clusters may exist, each is also tracked with

respect to the cluster leader ID and cluster ID. Because of the rotation process, cluster

leader ID may change often, yet the cluster ID should remain constant throughout

deployment time.

Next−Hop 1 Hop Count 1 Time Recv. 1
Next−Hop 2 Hop Count 2 Time Recv. 2
Next−Hop 3 Hop Count 3 Time Recv. 3

Attr Name (1,1) Attr Val (1,1) Attr Name (1,N1) Attr Val (1,N1)
Attr Name (2,1) Attr Val (2,1) Attr Name (2,N2) Attr Val (2,N2)
Attr Name (3,1) Attr Val (3,1) Attr Name (3,N3) Attr Val (3,N3)

Attr Val (1,1) Attr Val (X11,Y11) I(X11,Y11)
Attr Val (1,2) Attr Val (X12,Y12) I(X12,Y12)

Attr Val (1,N1) Attr Val (X1N1,Y1N1) I(X1N1,Y1N1)
Attr Val (2,1) Attr Val (X21,Y21) I(X21,Y21)

1
2
3

1 E(1,1) E(X11,Y11)
1 E(1,2) E(X12,Y12)

1 E(1,N1) E(X1N1,Y1N1)
2 E(2,1) E(X21,Y21)

Attr Name (1,1)
Attr Name (1,2)

Attr Name (1,N1)
Attr Name (2,1)

(b)

(a)

Figure 4·17: Structures to Index Packets Received Without Attribute
Hierarchy.

The second part of the routing table is composed of two more data structures.

The first one brings with it the attribute name-value pairs found in a packet, the

neighbor through which the packet was received, the hop-distance to the original

sender and the time received. We can see the representation of this first structure in

Fig. 4·17(a). The leftmost column indexes the number of packets with distinct list

of attribute name-value pairs, and each element in the column tracks the next-hop

neighbor from which the packet was received, the hop count to the original sender,

time received and the list of attribute name-value pairs. The second structure stores
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the attributes seen in a packet individually, and indexes a series of entries from the

first table from which specific values can be found. In Fig. 4·17(b) the leftmost

column is a list of individual attribute names. Each attribute name tracks all the

possible values seen (Attr Val(1,1) to Attr Val (X11,Y11)), together with the indices

of packets in the first structure in which the value appeared (Attr Val(1,1) appeared

in packets {1, ..., E(1,1)}, Attr Val (X11,Y11) appeared in packets {I(X11,Y11), ...,

E(X11,Y11)}, etc.). Entries in these two tables are deleted after a time-out period.

That is, sensors that do not identify which hierarchies they belong to are not assumed

to have relevance in the long term deployment of the sensor network.

Attr Val (M,NM)Member M Name Attr Name (M,1) Attr Val (M,1) Attr Name (M,NM) Next−Hop M Hop Count M

Attr Val (1,N1)Member 1 Name Attr Name (1,1) Attr Val (1,1) Attr Name (1,N1) Next−Hop 1 Hop Count 1

Attr Val (1,N1)Member 1 Name Attr Name (1,1) Attr Val (1,1) Attr Name (1,N1) Next−Hop 1 Hop Count 1

App Cluster ID 1

App Cluster ID 2

Figure 4·18: Structure to Track Application Cluster Routing Infor-
mation.

The third part of the routing table is used for tracking routing information within

application clusters. It is indexed by the Application cluster ID, followed by its

cluster members’ names, a list of attribute name-value pairs that each member must

match, the next hop neighbor and the hop count to reach the member. This can

be seen in Fig. 4·18. Application clusters should be small in nature, and a flat

table structure is reserved to track routing information. If a hierarchical approach is

required, it should be implemented at the application level.

As we can see, sensors store only a next-hop value for an attribute value re-

gion. Every sensor in the network is essentially a distributed routing knowledge

storage point. When senders transmit packets to a destination and include their own

attribute hierarchy identifiers and attribute lists, they are essentially distributing
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hop-by-hop information on how to be reached to the sensors along the way. In the

examples above either the sender is essentially announcing itself to nearby sensors

and thus forming paths to itself (in the case of cluster formation), or the sender is

already aware of paths to the destination (in the adjacency information update and

the catalog update cases). We discuss in the next section issues in routing packets

for which a path to the destination may not be known.

4.3.4 Rules-Based Routing

In our proposed framework the routing process is an interpreted one and behavior is

defined by routing rules. Rules sets are tracked through IDs (specified at deployment

time) and are classified according to whether they are independent of any specific

application:

• Application Independent - application independent sets are default routing

rules set that are either present in the nodes before deployment or is propagated

at cluster formation time. Nodes may hold different application independent

sets simultaneously. If an application needs to invoke other set of routing rules

for packet processing, it must indicate so by adding a routing rule set identifier

in the packet header. If the requested routing rule set is not present in the

node, then default routing behavior is adopted. Identifiers for these rules set

may be pre-defined strings or numeric IDs.

• Application Dependent - applications may bring with them their own set of

routing rules, though, and these may be changed dynamically. If applications

do not require change of routing rules at all nodes in the network, but only on

a small subset, then they may request forming a small cluster for this purpose.

Nodes that become members of such cluster either must possess the same rout-

ing rule set or request the set from the cluster leader. Clusters formed with the
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purpose of changing routing rules are called application clusters. Nodes may

change membership status of application clusters at will. Application clusters

are established through modified (simpler) versions of the attribute based hi-

erarchical clustering algorithms. Members of the application cluster are given

“names,” that is, a string that identifies a particular set of attribute name-value

pairs. Nodes matching the set assume the “name” given. Thus even in appli-

cation clusters the identification of cluster members is attribute based. The

purpose of these clusters is just to enable different communication patterns for

a small subset of nodes, and thus no inherent support exists for managing high

numbers of members. There is no limitation on the possible number of mem-

bers, but a single cluster with many members will have significant performance

degradation.

By setting routing as an interpreted process, we allow dynamic configuration of

nodes to support different communication patterns and thus meet different commu-

nication needs from the various applications that share the network. It should be

noticed that when a path exists (e.g., that connects a sensor to its cluster leader),

and sensors along the path are aware of the destination, then a data packet would

be merely forwarded along the path. It is essentially when a destination address

is not known, that it then needs be “resolved,” i.e., a set of sensors with matching

attributes must be found. Depending on the address resolution scheme, the resulting

path will be different, and yield different performance results.

We present default routing rules (that can be used for address resolution) that

mimic well known algorithms for routing in meshes [78] and trees [79] (see Alg. 1

and 2). We believe that supplying these basic routing algorithms and at the same

time giving more lower level control of the routing functionality is the best approach

for WSNET application development. Developers may come up with their own
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routing rule set and these may be re-used by other application developers.

We assume that the routing process will read from a configuration file and store

the routing rules. Changes to the routing rules may be implemented as soon as

the changes are made if the underlying host OS supports signaling. Otherwise the

application must wait until the routing process becomes aware of the changes through

its periodic checking of the file status.

Rules Each rule in our rules based routing is composed of two parts: (1) a con-

ditional statement and (2) an action statement. If the conditions specified are true,

then the action is carried out. Otherwise, the following rule in the rule set is checked.

If no conditional statement turns out true after going through all the rules, the packet

is simply dropped. Our rules based approach essentially imposes a priority scheme

over possible next-hop destinations. Each conditional statement defines a subset of

all possible incoming packet states, and each action statement essentially defines a

possible next-hop destination. Thus the order in which the rules are placed within

the rule set reflects the priority assigned to each possible “state-destination” associa-

tion. Ideally, the first rule in the rule set should reflect the most common applicable

rule in the network. Because of this “condition-action” separation, the rule set can

actually be described by a series of if-then-else statements.

We show here two sets of routing rules as example of application independent

routing rules set. The first is to route packets within the same attribute hierarchy

and the second to route between different attribute hierarchies.

Within the Attribute Hierarchy When sending packets within the same hi-

erarchy, sensors may follow an algorithm like Algorithm 1. A sensor receiving a

packet initially checks whether the destination address matches a known routing en-

try (Lines 9 and 10 - in this paragraph all Line references are with respect to Alg. 1).
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If the sensor itself belongs to the region satisfying the attributes sought, then the

packet is flooded (Line 12). If there is a routing entry E matching the destination

address and the packet was not received from the neighbor to which the packet need

be sent to reach E, then the packet can be forwarded to that neighbor. Otherwise,

the information stored in the sensor’s routing entry probably is outdated and the

destination address should be treated as unknown (after Line 15. If the sensor is a

cluster leader, and the packet with an unknown destination address came from the

parent cluster leader (Lines 16 and 17), then the packet is forwarded to any children

clusters that have at least partially matched attributes, that is, there is no known

attribute in the child cluster that has a different value than the values specified in

the destination address (Line 19). If no such child cluster exist, then the packet is

dropped. If the packet did not come from a parent cluster leader then the packet may

be (1) forwarded to a higher level leader (Line 24) if there are attributes further up

in the hierarchy that needs be resolved; (2) sent back to children clusters that have

fuller matches with the destination attributes, assuming all the attributes from the

root node to the current leader level are matched (Line 27) or (3) dropped, if neither

of the two prior conditions can be satisfied (Line 29). Condition (2) above is correct

because at cluster formation time all cluster leaders under the same parent instance

know of each other. Thus, if a packet is destined to “Building=PHO, Floor=3,”

then if a packet reaches a cluster leader for “Building=PHO, Floor=3”, this packet

can be forwarded to all “Floor=3” clusters (Line 26). In this way any attribute that

need be resolved under “Building, Floor” can be resolved at lower level clusters.

The Mesh traversal algorithm (Alg. 2), unlike the Tree traversal (Alg. 1) one,

drops packets that have been seen before (Line 8 in Alg. 2). In the tree traversal,

unknown destination packets may be sent to higher level cluster leaders (Line 24 of

Alg. 1), and these may eventually forward the packets back (Line 27 of Alg. 1). The
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Mesh traversal algorithm forwards packets of unresolved attributes to neighbor clus-

ters (Line 21 in Alg. 2). Notice the different approach each routing rule establishes

on resolving unknown addresses: while in the tree case the packets are forwarded up

the hierarchy level, in the mesh the packets are simply spread towards other adjacent

clusters. These two resolution modes also characterize the intrinsic communication

pattern each rules set supports. Sensor networks that are deployed for different ap-

plications will benefit from being able to support switching between the two modes,

as we will show in the next chapter.

Full knowledge of how to route packets based on the attributes specified is only

possible in the presence of an attribute hierarchy. The attribute hierarchy brings

information on all possible attribute names and values, as well as containment and

adjacency relationships. Therefore with the full knowledge of the attribute hierarchy

a sensor not only knows whether the attributes sought can be satisfied, but also how

to forward a packet to the appropriate regions to find suitable sensors. The root node

of the attribute hierarchy must have full knowledge of the entire attribute hierarchy.

Between Attribute Hierarchies Routing packets between two sensor network

applications may happen in two ways, (A) the two applications share the same

geographic space, that is, either two sensor networks have been deployed at the same

location, or two applications are sharing the same sensors, or (B) the two applications

are separated by one or more sensor network in-between.

In case (A) above, since the two sensor networks are in the same geographic region,

any cluster formation packet or new leader packet from one application will be stored

by the sensor and the information shared by the other. Applications become thus

mutually aware of each other’s attribute hierarchies and can route packets between

them.

However, to have a priori knowledge of the attribute hierarchy is not always
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feasible, especially in the case (B) above, when we are connecting two sensor networks

that are far apart geographically and are not aware of each other’s presence. This may

happen when the sending network is probing the space around it to find networks

with sensors satisfying certain attributes. That is, the sender specifies attributes

that it believes a desired destination sensor must possess. Since this involves a very

subjective evaluation of possible attributes, we propose a prioritized approach to the

attribute matching process. The sender flags that there is no attribute hierarchy ID

attached to the packet, and will flag either a single status for all attributes listed, or

that each attribute will have its own status. The possible status are:

• Required - the packet must be delivered in the end to sensors that matches

all name-value specifications of the “required” attributes. If no known sensor

matches all the attributes then the packet is dropped.

• Preferred - the packet must be delivered to sensors that match the most number

of name-value specifications of preferred attributes. In case two or more groups

of sensors satisfy different sets of attributes but the sets have the same number

of elements, the packet will be forwarded to all the groups. “Required” at-

tributes have precedence over “preferred” attributes. If “preferred” attributes

co-exist with “required” attributes in the same packet, the packet will be sent

to the sensors that satisfy all the “required” attributes and the most number of

“preferred” attributes. The packet will not be delivered even if one “required”

attribute is not satisfied, independently of how many “preferred” attributes are

matched.

• Exploring - “exploring” attributes are only relevant when there are no “re-

quired” attributes in the packet, and when no “preferred” attributes are matched.

In this case, the packet will be forwarded first to the sensors that match the
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most number of name-value specifications of “exploring” attributes, then in the

absence of any name-value match, to the sensors that match the most number

of attribute names.

There is no provision in the status specification to flood the sensor network. This

is achieved by a special flag in the packet header. See Sec. 4.3.4 for the packet

specification.

Given the different status of the attributes, a sensor receiving a packet which

has no attribute hierarchy attached follows the steps delineated in Algorithm 3.

Essentially the sensor forwards the packet to a known destination (e.g. Lines 12

and 23 of Alg. 3 - in this paragraph, all line references are with respect to Alg. 3

and the references are by no means exhaustive), or attempt to contact a leader in

the hierarchy (Lines 15 and 26). If nodes are within the attribute regions sought,

they may simply flood the packet (Lines 17 and 28). The way packets are forwarded

is dependent on whether the sensor is a cluster member or a cluster leader. In the

former, often unresolved packets are forwarded to the cluster leader (Lines 40 and 57)

while in the latter case, packets may be forwarded to a cluster leader, either a child

cluster (Line 38) or an ancestor cluster (Line 59). If there are no known attributes

among all specified, a flood throughout the network is performed (Line 61).

Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 are expressed in pseudo-code terminology. In the specifica-

tion of the routing rules lower level directives can be used. Some examples of which

are described in appendix C. We show next our packet format specification.
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Algorithm 1 Tree Traversal within the same attribute Hierarchy.

1: CDAG ← {Subquadrant ⊂ Quadrant ⊂ Forest};
2: RoutingTable ← Routing table used by current application;
3: SensorAttributes ← Attributes current sensor possesses;
4: SensorClusters ← Set of clusters the current sensor belongs to;
5: SensorClusterLeader ← Set of clusters the current sensor is leader of;
6: N (X, Y ) = function that returns the number of consecutively matched attributes be-

tween X and Y , starting from the first attribute in both X and Y ;
7: Received packet P;
8: DestAttrList ← list of attribute name-value pairs of the destination in P;
9: Find E ∈ RoutingTable | (N (DestAttrList,E) is maximized) ;

10: if (E = DestAttrList) then

11: if (E ∈ SensorClusters) then

12: Flood P in E; Return;
13: else if (P.PrevHop 6∈ {path between current sensor ∧ E}) then

14: Send P to E; Return;
15:

16: if (∃ L ∈ SensorClusterLeader | (L = P.NextHop)) then

17: if (P.PrevHop is parent node in CDAG) ∨ (sensor is root leader) then

18: if (∃ children node | known attributes of children node match DestAttrList) then

19: Send P to children node in CDAG;
20: else

21: Drop packet P;
22: else

23: if (∃ unmatched attribute at level L or higher between the sensor and DestAt-

trList) then

24: Send P to parent of L;
25: else if (all attributes from root to level L match between the sensor and DestAt-

trList ∧ ∃ child cluster with increased attribute match) then

26: Send P to sibling clusters;
27: Send P to child cluster;
28: else

29: Drop P;
30: else

31: Send P to leader of P.NextHop;
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Algorithm 2 Mesh Traversal within the same attribute Hierarchy.

1: CDAG ← {Subquadrant ⊂ Quadrant ⊂ Forest};
2: RoutingTable ← Routing table used by current application;
3: SensorClusters ← Set of clusters the current sensor belongs to;
4: SensorClusterLeader ← Set of clusters the current sensor is leader of;
5: N (X, Y ) = function that returns the number of consecutively matched attributes be-

tween X and Y , starting from the first attribute in both X and Y ;
6: Received packet P;
7: if (P was received before) then

8: Return;
9: DestAttrList ← list of attribute name-value pairs of the destination in P;

10: Find E ∈ RoutingTable | (N (DestAttrList,E) is maximized) ;
11: if (E = DestAttrList) then

12: if (E ∈ SensorClusters) then

13: Flood P in E; Return;
14: else if (P.PrevHop 6∈ {path between current sensor ∧ E}) then

15: Send P to E; Return;
16:

17: if (∃ L ∈ SensorClusterLeader | (L = P.NextHop)) then

18: if (∃ children node | known attributes of children node match DestAttrList) then

19: Send P to children node in CDAG;
20: else if (∃ adjacent cluster C at same level of L with matching attribute ∧ no copy

of P came from C) then

21: Forward P to all such C;
22: else

23: Drop P;
24: else

25: Send P to leader of P.NextHop;
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Algorithm 3 Handling Packets With No Attribute Hierarchy.

1: RoutingTable ← Routing table used by current application; SelfAttrList ← current sensor’s attribute list;

2: Received packet P, no attribute hierarchy specified;

3: AttrList ← attribute list of P;

4: (RequiredAttr, PreferredAttr, ExploringAttr) ← (Required, Preferred, Exploring) attributes from AttrList;

5: if (∃ attribute r ∈ SelfAttrList that matches attribute in RequiredAttr) then

6: if (SelfAttrList matches all attributes in RequiredAttr) then

7: if (matching attributes between SelfAttrList and RequiredAttr belong to the same CDAG) then

8: if (∃ attribute p ∈ CDAG | (p matches attributes in PreferredAttr) ∧ (p is at lower level in CDAG than any r)) then

9: if ({set of matching attributes p} (named matchp) that are at levels lower than r form a line in CDAG) then

10: if (attribute plowest ∈ matchp) ∧ (plowest at the lowest level in CDAG) ∧ (plowest 6∈ SelfAttrList) then

11: if (∃ path to cluster c with attribute matching {RequiredAttr ∪ matchp} ∈ CDAG) then

12: Send P to c;

13: else

14: LC ← lowest common ancestor node in CDAG between SelfAttrList and {RequiredAttr ∪ matchp}

15: Send P to cluster leader in LC;

16: else

17: Flood P in plowest;

18: else

19: LN ← leaf nodes of matchp that form the longest branches;

20: for all leaf nodes L ∈ LN do

21: if (sensor does not belong to any leaf node cluster c ∈ L) then

22: if (∃ path to any leaf node cluster c) then

23: Send P to c;

24: else

25: LC ← lowest common ancestor node in CDAG between SelfAttrList and {RequiredAttr ∪ matchp}

26: Send P to cluster leader in LC;

27: else

28: Flood P in c;

29: else

30: RPseqs ← {sequences of attributes from RequiredAttr ∪ matching attributes from PreferredAttr | (all attributes
from RequiredAttr are present) ∧ (the resultant sequence form a “line” in CDAG) ∧ (as many matching attributes
from PreferredAttr as possible are included)}

31: for all longest sequences RP ∈ RPSeqs do

32: if (SelfAttrList matches all attributes in RP) then

33: Flood in cluster at lowest attribute level in RP;

34: else if (∃ path to entry E ∈ RoutingTable | E matches at least all attributes in RP) then

35: Send P to E;

36: else if (SelfAttrList matches top T attributes in RP) then

37: if (sensor is cluster leader at level C in any of the T attributes) then

38: Send P to child cluster of C in RP;

39: else

40: Send P to cluster leader of T th attributes;

41: else

42: for all CDAG with matching attribute do

43: for all lowest attribute level node L ∈ { CDAG ∩ RequiredAttr ∩ SelfAttrList} do

44: if (sensor is not cluster leader in L) then

45: Send P to cluster leader in L

46: Flood P with RequiredAttr

47: else

48: for all CDAG with matching attribute do

49: for all lowest attribute level node L ∈ { CDAG ∩ RequiredAttr ∩ SelfAttrList } do

50: if (sensor is not cluster leader in L) then

51: Send P to cluster leader in L

52: Flood P with (SelfAttrList ∩ RequiredAttr)

53: else

54: if (RequiredAttr have not been seen) then

55: for all CDAG do

56: if (sensor is not cluster leader at any level in CDAG) then

57: Send P to lowest attribute level cluster leader;

58: else if (sensor is not root in CDAG) then

59: Send P to parent cluster of the highest level for which sensor is cluster leader;

60: else

61: Flood P in CDAG;

62: else

63: Drop P;
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Cluster Formation Packet

Cluster ID

Dest. ID

# Hopsvalue

Dest. ID

namename

PKT TYPE

Hier. ID

Routing IDPKT LEN

Cluster ID

Prev Hop Node Attr

Tie−breaker

Next Hop Node Attr

PKT TYPE

Source Attr.

Routing ID

Pkt Type Data

PKT LEN

Leader ID

Pkt Type DataFLAG

Hier. ID

FLAG

# Hops valueTie−breaker

Sender ID

Leader ID

Packet Type Dependent Information Terminator Character

Packet Specification

Unicast Packet Format

Dest. Attr.

valuenamevaluename

Sender ID

Figure 4·19: Packet format for cluster formation and unicast packets
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Packet Formats

Packets in our routing scheme are composed of multiple fields. Fig. 4·19 brings

the specification for the cluster formation type of packet, and packets for unicast

communications. Cluster formation packets are flooded to the whole network, and

brings with them information regarding the clusters that are being formed, while

unicast packets bring specification of the destination, source and in-between node

addresses.

1. [Flag] – the first field is used for flagging. We specify one byte, and the bits

have the following meaning:

(a) bit 1 – existence of destination hierarchy ID (see appendix B).

(b) bit 2 – set if intra-hierarchy routing.

(c) bit 3,4 – specify which routing rules to use. If bits are

00 use the default application independent routing rules set;

01 indicates an application independent routing rules set but one other

than the default;

10 indicates an application dependent routing rules set

11 indicates an application formed intra-cluster routing rules set

(d) bit 5 – existence of source attribute based address

(e) bit 6 to 8 – unused.

2. [Sender ID] – specifies the link layer’s sender’s hardware address.

3. [Dest ID] – specifies the link layer’s destination’s hardware address. If set to

a specific sensor, then it is the “unicast” option, otherwise, all sensors within

range receive the packet (“broadcast”).
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4. [Pkt Len] – specifies the length of the packet, in bytes. In “unicast” mode, sen-

sors which finds themselves not belonging to the Dest ID may shut themselves

down during the entire length of the transmission.

5. [Routing ID] – this field brings the ID for the routing rules set used. The

IDs for application independent routing rules set are integer numbers, while

IDs for application dependent routing rules set must bring with it the sensor’s

hardware ID and an application specified identifier (name or process number).

6. [Pkt Type] – the various types of packets exchanged in our attribute based

routing scheme. It contains all the clustering formation packet types, catalog

exchange/building, plus data exchange packet types.

7. [Dest Attr] – this field specifies the attributes of the intended destination. It

may initially bring with it the Attribute Hierarchy ID of which the attributes

are part of (in which case bit 1 of the flag byte will be set). A special null byte

is the terminator character that separates the Hierarchy ID and the name and

the value fields of each attribute (see Fig. 4·19).

8. [Next Hop Node Attr] – this field has the attributes of the neighbor node in the

attribute hierarchy to which the packet is intended. Its format is the same as

[Dest Attr]. When bit 2 is set, the field does not have the attribute hierarchy

subfield and assumes the same hierarchy as the one found under [Dest Attr].

9. [Prev Hop Node Attr] – this field has the attributes of the neighbor node in

the attribute hierarchy from which the packet came. Its format is the same as

[Next Hop Node Attr].

10. [Source Attr] – this field’s presence in the packet is indicated by having bit 5

of the flag byte set. Its format is the same as [Next Hop Node Attr].
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11. [Pkt Type Data] – this field varies according to the type of the packet. Fig. 4·19

shows the contents for a CLUST FORMATION packet, with fields for Attribute

Hierarchy ID, attribute name-value pair, cluster leader, hop count, and tie-

breaker information for leader election mechanism.

We have shown in this chapter the fundamental building blocks of our infrastruc-

ture. By setting an attribute hierarchy and overlaying such virtual hierarchy on the

sensor network, we essentially laid down the units (attribute equivalent clusters of

sensors) in the routing infrastructure that can form attribute-based addresses. Main-

tenance of such units is performed through the Algorithms described in Sec. 4.2.1.

Once such units are established in the network, routing rules are used to guide data

packets. If the destination address is not known, then default routing rules set are

invoked and the unknown destination address is “resolved” to matching sensors in

the network. This matching process establishes a connecting path between source

(cluster) and destination (cluster), which can be used for future data communication

needs. The mechanism through which the resolution took place will yield differ-

ent resulting paths that connect source to destination. Applications with different

performance expectations can choose from different routing rules set to meet their

requirements.

In the next chapter we show how having dynamically configurable addressable

units can reduce transmission costs. We present a theoretical analysis on a square

sensor network being overlaid with a two or three level quadtree attribute hierarchy

and subject to different biased access patterns. Moreover, we show theoretical pre-

dictions on the performance of the two proposed routing schemes in terms of their

costs and resultant path formed during the address resolution process.
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Chapter 5

Performance Evaluation

In this chapter we show an analysis of the performance of our routing infrastruc-

ture when disseminating information, and when resolving attribute based addresses

which do not belong to known attribute hierarchies and for which no known path

exists. Such address resolution follows the behavior specified by the routing rules set

described in the previous chapter. We will begin by describing the elements of our

example sensor network.

5.1 Example
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The deployed sensor network example we will study is illustrated by Fig. 5·1
while the representative C-DAG is the 3 level single child structure shown in right

side of the same Figure. Because at each hierarchy level there is only one child, we

interchangeably will refer to such hierarchy as “line” hierarchy. We discuss next all

the aspects of its deployment and attributes assigned. There are N sensors spread

uniformly over a square region of side L.

Sensors in the field are initially tagged with appropriate attributes, including lo-

cation oriented ones. A GPS capable device can be used to communicate the correct

geographical coordinates to a sensor before it is deployed. For indoor applications,

a similar device with pre-assigned human readable location attributes may be used,

that is, the device would imprint “Quadrant=NE” or “Subquadrant=NE” tags onto

the sensors. The attributes that are being tagged prior to deployment are consid-

ered core attributes. We assume that once deployed, it will not be necessary (nor

feasible) to update these core attributes. Note that derived attributes may still be

added after deployment, e.g., sensors with “Quadrant=SW,Subquadrant=SW” and

“Quadrant=SW,Subquadrant=SE” are assigned the “Lake=Walden” attribute. We

call these derived attributes dynamic attributes.

We discuss in appendix B practical considerations of attribute tagging. For now,

we assume sensors are tagged with core attributes, and all sensors know the different

relationships among the attributes (e.g., containment and adjacency relationships).

Some sensors also have the full name-value information of all possible core attributes,

while other sensors only know the name-value information of attributes with which

it had been tagged (these sensors may not become cluster leaders).

Thus in the deployed sensor network example considered above sensors deployed

have the following attributes:

• Name: X, Values: xmin ≤ X ≤ xmax
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• Name: Y , Values: ymin ≤ Y ≤ ymax

• Name: Forest, Values:“Lorien”

• Name: Quadrant, Values: NE,NW,SE, SW

• Name: Subquadrant, Values: NE,NW,SE, SW

The C-DAG is represented by the three last attributes and form a line: Subquadrant

⊂Quadrant⊂ Forest. From the C-DAG the containment relationships follow, which

are:

• Subquadrant ⊂ Quadrant

• Quadrant ⊂ Forest

Adjacency relationships are defined separately (see appendix B) and can be ex-

pressed as:

• Quadrant

– NW adjacent NE, NW adjacent SW, NE adjacent SE, SW adjacent SE

• Subquadrant (the adjacency relationships below concern two subquadrants S1

and S2 - subquadrant adjacency relationships are conditional on the adjacency

of the quadrants):

– NE adjacent NW, SE adjacent SW, S1 Quadrant ∈ NW, S2 Quadrant ∈
NE

– SE adjacent NE, SW adjacent NW, S1 Quadrant ∈ NW, S2 Quadrant ∈
SW
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– SE adjacent NE, SW adjacent NW, S1 Quadrant ∈ NE, S2 Quadrant ∈
SE

– NE adjacent NW, SE adjacent SW, S1 Quadrant ∈ SW, S2 Quadrant ∈
SE

The relationships above assume that the sensor knows that adjacency rules are

commutative (i.e., if Q1 adjacent to Q2, then Q2 is adjacent to Q1).

Communication among the sensors follow two patterns:

1. The “tree” like pattern, in which lower level cluster leaders communicate their

data to their immediately higher level cluster leaders, and these in turn forward

the collected information to their upper level leaders. This communication

pattern is used by the climate monitoring application and;

2. The “mesh” like pattern, in which lower level clusters send packets to their

adjacent (same level) clusters. This communication pattern is used by the fire

detection/warning application.

The two rules set can be described by Algorithms 1 and 2.

These are the elements of the deployed sensor network. We will provide in the

following sections two theoretical analysis of this example. The first one shows how

effectively the clustering scheme can reduce redundant transmissions when compared

to flooding schemes, while the second one compares the two in-hierarchy routing

schemes described in Sec. 4.3.4.

5.2 Cost Analysis of Data Dissemination in Attribute Hier-

archy and Flooding Techniques

In this section we present an analysis to establish the effectiveness of creating and

maintaining containment based attribute hierarchies (CHs) over the lifetime of a
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sensor network as compared to a flooding-based scheme. We focus on the commu-

nication cost for the dissemination of inquiries since power consumption in a sensor

node is dominated by radio communication [37].

Preliminary Considerations The interaction of a community of users with a

deployed sensor network can be represented as inquiries that arrive to the sensor

network with a rate λ. Each arriving inquiry affects a portion Q of the sensors in the

network according to a probability distribution function PQ. The set of all possible

portions Q is denoted S. We make the following simplifications before proceeding to

some theoretical analysis:

1. We assume that the cost of assigning attributes to the sensors so that they

become aware of them is the same for both schemes;

2. We assume a Poisson arrival rate λ which represents the rate of arrival of

requests for data of a type not queried previously and/or from sensors of a

different attribute, i.e., requests that trigger a flooding in the flooding-based

schemes. As stated previously, our scenario is consisted of a network of multi-

modal sensors. This network is a shared resource, and its users are members

from diverse research communities. The arrival λ models the multiple inquiries

that are initiated by this aggregate pool of users.

3. We assume that answers to inquiries traverse through paths formed during

inquiry propagation, and such paths form an inverted tree structure. The exact

number of transmissions needed to send the collected data back is dependent

on the tree structure of each scheme (attribute hierarchies and flooding), and is

left for future research. However, since the underlying mechanism is the same

(tree structures), we believe that the order of magnitude of the number the

transmissions in both cases is similar.
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4. The cost we compute is that of the number of transmissions required to deliver

the inquiry. Although the cost of listening cannot be neglected, the analysis we

perform here is between our scheme and flooding schemes. In the absence of

different scheduling mechanisms, counting the number of transmissions yields

the same estimate of power consumption in both schemes (i.e., in both schemes

the same number of sensors will be listening at each transmission).

We next derive quantitative cost comparison results between attribute hierarchies

and flooding based schemes.

5.2.1 Analytical Results

Flooding Costs In a flooding-based scheme, when a new inquiry (as exemplified

by item 2 above) arrives, it is flooded to the whole network. In our example since

the wireless network is composed of N sensors, deployed over total time epoch T ,

the expected cost CostFlood for inquiry delivery is:

CostFlood = λT N (5.1)

A scheme that actively maintains a containment based attribute hierarchy (CH)

structure STR on top of the sensor network (STR represents a structure which has

a measurable maintenance cost) will have two cost components: a maintenance cost

Cost
(mnt)
CH and an inquiry dependent cost Cost

(inq)
CH . The maintenance cost involves

communication costs needed to establish hierarchies, clusters, message exchanges

between clusterheads for coordination and catalog information dissemination for in-

quiry forwarding. Note, however, that such maintenance cost is inquiry independent,

i.e., it does not increase with the frequency of new inquiries. The inquiry dependent

cost Cost
(inq)
CH is the cost incurred in forwarding the inquiry to only the relevant parts

of the network, based on the hierarchical structure L. In order to compare CostFlood
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and CostCH , we will study an example scenario and derive analytical expressions for

CostCH and compare it with Eq. 5.1. Thus, the expected cost CostCH during the

deployment time T is:

CostCH = Cost
(mnt)
CH (N,STR, T ) +

Cost
(inq)
CH (λ,N, T, PQ, S) (5.2)
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Figure 5·2: Inquiry propagation when there is: (a) one hierarchy
level, (b) two hierarchy levels, and (c) three hierarchy levels.

Consider the following scenario: sensor networks are being deployed for habitat

monitoring but various research groups expressed interest in evaluating the impact

pollution to the lake would have on the drinking habits of the animals living in

the forest. Under such circumstances, most requests for data would be directed to

sensors in the vicinity of the lake, to report the intensity and frequency of animal

activity close to the lake as the quality of the water changes.

Consider now Fig. 5·2. In the left-most part (Fig. 5·2(a)) there is only an one-level

flat network. The communication costs associated with inquiry delivery in this flat

network and flooding based schemes is equivalent. In this case there is no hierarchy

maintenance costs. However, when an inquiry for the lake arrives, even though only

sensors in the lake need respond, still the inquiry reaches all sensors in the whole
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square area, since there is no mechanism to distinguish one sensor from another.

In Fig. 5·2(b) we establish a hierarchy with one extra upper level (two levels total)

and divide the area into four quadrants. In this case the same inquiry will affect

only 1/4 of the sensors affected in Fig. 5·2(a) plus sensors involved in forwarding the

inquiry from the base station to the lower-left quadrant. In this case a maintenance

cost exists to establish and preserve the structure of quadrants (i.e., establishing

the clusters that map to the four quadrants, choosing clusterheads and maintaining

load balancing schemes), as well as inquiry forwarding costs. In Fig. 5·2(c) we add

another level. With this we reduce the number of sensors affected by the inquiry to

only 1/16 of those in Fig. 5·2(a) and to 1/4 of those in Fig. 5·2(b). The trade-off in

Fig. 5·2(c) is a higher maintenance cost for the two extra levels and a higher inquiry

forwarding cost, if the region relevant to the inquiry is far from the base-station.

In our example, first the inquiry is forwarded from the point of entry (e.g., a

base station) to the top level (level = 1) leader. If the inquiry is for the whole

network, the latter floods it, otherwise it forwards the inquiry to appropriate leaders

at level = 2 (with appropriate region attribute). These will likewise determine

whether the inquiry is for their whole region, in which case they flood the region,

or forward the inquiry to appropriate sub-region leaders (these will then flood their

sub-region, and so on). The cost of flooding the network is N , while that of a region

with level = 2 is N/4 and a sub-region with level = 3, N/16 etc. Unicasts from the

base station to the top level leader have estimated cost of the order of
√

2N since

there are as many hops in the longest path in the square area. Likewise, the cost

estimate for forwarding the inquiry from a level 2 leader to a level 3 leader is of the

order of
√

2N
2

.

Cost of Containment Hierarchy Maintenance CH scheme has an associated

“maintenance cost” for the entire epoch due to the periodic rotation of clusterheads.
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Suppose the clusterhead rotation period at level = i is Ti for i = 1 to `max. The

total maintenance cost is then given by:

Cost
(mnt)
CH = N + 2N

`max
∑

i=1

T

Ti

+
√

2N
`max
∑

i=2

2i T

Ti

(5.3)

Initial clustering involves one network-wide broadcast that contributes N (first

term in Eq. 5.3) to the cost since each node transmits a broadcast packet only

once. The rest of the terms correspond to cluster maintenance costs. There are T
Ti

clusterhead rotations at level = i. Each rotation at level = i requires one broadcast

at that level followed by all sensors in the cluster responding to update the catalog

information. The broadcast contributes N to the cost at each level and so does the

catalog update step. This accounts for the second term in Eq. 5.3. The third term

corresponds to the unicast cost of communication of catalogs between cluster leaders,

and is a simplification of 4
√

2N T
T1

+16
√

2N
2

T
T2

+ · · · , that is, the cost of four quadrants

sending catalogs to the forest leader (crossing a diagonal of
√

2N), added to the cost

of 16 subquadrants sending catalog information to quadrant leaders, etc.

Cost of Inquiry Dissemination Now, consider a model where one particular

region at level = `max receives an inquiry with probability p. For example, the

region getting inquiry in Fig. 5·2(b) (we will henceforth refer to this region as R). For

simplicity, we assume that inquiries involving the rest of the possible combinations

are equiprobable with probability q, e.g., q = 1−p

14
for `max = 2. In this model, the

average cost incurred for dissemination of inquiries over time T is given by:

Cost
(inq)
CH = λT{

√
2N +

∑

Q∈S

PQCQ} (5.4)

In Eq. 5.4 the estimated cost of forwarding an inquiry from the base station to

the top level leader is of the order of
√

2N . This analysis assumes the presence
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of one leader per attribute-value region. The second term expresses the cost of

disseminating the inquiry to its intended destinations while using the constructed

hierarchy. The summation occurs over all elements Q in the set S of all possible

combinations of sub-regions in the sensor network. In general there are s = 4`max−1

sub-regions and hence |S| = 2s − 1. PQ is the probability of an inquiry involving

the particular combination of sub-regions Q from the set S and CQ is the cost of

disseminating that particular style of inquiry. If Q spans all sub-regions in the

network (level = 1), then CQ = N ; if it only spans m < 4 sub-regions at level = 2,

then CQ = m(
√

2N + N
4
). If Q involves m sub-regions r1, r2, . . . , rm at level = 2

and also involves specific subregions inside each of these rk’s at level = 3 (say,

{r11, . . . , r1n1 ; r21, . . . , r2n2 ; · · · ; rm1, . . . , rmnm
}, then the cost is given by:

CQ =
m

∑

k=1

{
√

2N + nk(

√
2N

2
+

N

16
)} (5.5)

The CQ term for a general level i ≤ `max can be expressed similarly as a sum of

costs due to unicast and scoped broadcast within attribute sub-regions as have been

illustrated above (not presented here). For `max = 2 the total average cost incurred

for dissemination of inquiries for the epoch T is given by:

Cost
(inq)
CH = λT{p(

√
2N +

N

4
) +

3

14
(1− p)(

√
2N +

N

4
) +

6

14
(1− p)(2

√
2N +

N

2
) +

4

14
(1− p)(3

√
2N +

3N

4
) +

1

14
(1− p)N +

√
2N} (5.6)
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The total communication cost corresponding to our CH-based scheme is given by:

CostCH = Cost
(mnt)
CH + Cost

(inq)
CH (5.7)

The first term of Eq. 5.6 corresponds to the case where region R gets a unicast

inquiry (R’s cluster leader receives it from the level-1 leader; this incurs a worst case

communication cost of
√

2N) and then that is then disseminated by a broadcast

within the N
4

sensors in R. The second term in Eq. 5.6 correspond to the cost of

forwarding inquiries to one quadrant (3 possible quadrants); the third term corre-

sponds to forwarding inquiries to any two quadrants out of the four; the fourth term

corresponds to forwarding inquiries to any three quadrants out of the four while the

last line in Eq. 5.6 correspond to the forwarding the inquiry to the whole network. If

we consider each quadrant as a possible destination address, and any combination of

two, three and eventually all four quadrants as also possible destination addresses,

then we obtain 15 possible addresses. One of them (the quadrant to which the inquiry

is destined) has access probability p, while each of the other 14 possible addresses

share uniformly the remaining access probability (1− p).

We define our performance index, G, by:

G =
CostFlood − CostCH

CostFlood

=
CostFlood − Cost

(mnt)
CH − Cost

(inq)
CH

CostFlood

(5.8)

Current sensor technology such as Mica motes have a lifetime in the range of

approximately 6 months using AA batteries and a duty cycle of 2% (between active

and sleep modes) [37]. The lifetime and energy efficiency of such sensors are likely

to increase in the near future. In this analysis we assume an operating life of one

year. In general, containment hierarchy schemes tend to outperform flooding-based
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schemes for larger time epochs due to amortization of the clustering cost.
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First we study the case in which inquiries for one sub-region are extremely pop-

ular (p = 0.5). Results for this case are shown in Fig. 5·3(a). We see that as λ

increases, the dependence of G over the the rotation periods T1, T2 diminishes. This

is expected as T1, T2 influence the fixed maintenance cost due to attribute based

clustering – as more inquiries arrive into the sensor network, the fixed cost penalty

almost vanishes. In Fig. 5·3(b) we study the case in which all 15 combinations of
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regions are equiprobable (p = 1
15

). We see similar behavior except that the gains

are slightly lower in this situation. This is also expected because more possible des-

tinations for the inquiries correspond to greater unicast costs in its dissemination.

Similar results have been shown for the case of 3 C-DAG levels (corresponding to

the scenario shown in Fig. 5·2(c)) in Fig. 5·4.
One interesting phenomenon that can be observed from these curves is that the

gains stabilize after λ is increased past a certain value for every value of p. This is

because for high λ the contribution of Cost
(mnt)
CH towards G is minimal after a certain

threshold even for frequent rotation periods. The dominant contributor to the cost

is thus
Cost

(inq)
CH

λTN
which is primarily linear in p for large N . For this reason we observe

different asymptotic values of G as p is varied.
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If rotation periods Ti’s are made inversely proportional to the mean arrival rates,

e.g., Ti = ai

λ
, then Eq. 5.8 becomes:

G = 1− (
1

λT
+ 2

`max
∑

i=1

1

ai

+

√

2

N

`max
∑

i=2

2i

ai

)−

(

√

2

N
+

1

N

∑

Q∈S

PQCQ) (5.9)
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In this case gain G essentially becomes independent of λ and linearly increases with

probability p. This can be seen in Fig. 5·5.
We note that in our architecture the cluster leaders perform greater computation

and communication tasks than other sensor nodes. Hence their resources are likely

to get depleted sooner. A fair leader rotation policy would warrant lower rotation

periods (values of Ti’s lower than the ones shown here) to allow all sensors to partic-

ipate as leaders during T , and that could be detrimental to the gains of hierarchical

clustering. Also, frequent leader rotation results in higher network traffic and there-

fore faster depletion of resources at sensors. Since the sensor network is large and

dense, there are likely to be many new candidates for assuming the role of a leader

after an old leader dies due to resource depletion. We advocate the policy of keeping

a reasonable value for Ti (i.e., not too small) while letting the adaptive re-clustering

algorithm (Sec. 4.2.1) choose leaders with maximum remnant energy. In this man-

ner, the performance gains will be preserved without depleting resources at all sensor

nodes. However, Ti has to be small enough in order to detect failures and network

partitions. We found that fairness considerations can be balanced with cost savings

by adjusting Ti’s at different levels. We intend to investigate these trade-offs in more

detail in the future.

We finally investigate the effect of λ and Ti’s on the costs while enforcing fairness

in the clustering process. In other words, the cluster leader rotation frequency is

such that all sensors get an opportunity to become cluster leaders at different levels

in the C-DAG hierarchy. Fig. 5·6 shows the gains in this situation for `max = 2 using

both linear and logarithmic scale for the ratios of the rotation periods. We observe

from the plots that fairness is not achieved for low values of λ as the gains dip into

negative territory as T1

T2
is increased. This is because with reduction in T2 the fixed

clustering cost begins to dominate and it can be superseded only if the inquiry arrival
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Figure 5·6: Effect of Rate of Inquiry and Clusterhead Rotation Period
on Gains: Fair Power Consumption

rate is high. The gains drop linearly with T1

T2
if fair rotation is ensured. The log-scale

shows that for T1

T2
< 1, a case in which the fairness criteria is less stringent, we get

better gains even at lower arrival rates due to infrequent rotations in the lower level

clusters.

In this section, we demonstrated that CH schemes yield gains over flooding-based

schemes when there are sub-regions in the sensor network that are more targeted

than others, i.e., when the distribution of inquiries is not uniformly distributed over

time and space. We also showed that with increase in inquiry rate λ, CH schemes

perform better since their structures can be re-used and are more directed towards

specific target regions, whereas in a flooding-based scheme, a network-wide broadcast

is necessary for each inquiry.

5.3 Attribute Resolution

In this section we will show through theoretical analysis the advantages of having

support for multiple routing schemes. Consider the C-DAG shown in Fig. 5·1. It

represents a line attribute hierarchy. This hierarchy can be used by applications to
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send data through the network in a tree traversal mode (using Alg. 1), by going up

and down the hierarchy through cluster leaders at different levels, or to send data in

a mesh traversal mode (using Alg. 2), by going only to adjacent clusters at the same

hierarchical level. Both possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 5·7.
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Figure 5·7: Hierarchical view of the clusters and routing schemes

We will study the performance of both schemes, as well as schemes that have full

knowledge of all sensors in the network. The network is as specified in the example

(Sec. 5.1). In this section we will consider “line” attribute hierarchies with lh levels

in the hierarchy, which means there are lh nodes in the C-DAG. The root node (at

level 1) in the C-DAG covers the whole region, while subsequent nodes (at levels li,

i ∈ {2, . . . , lh}) have four possible values each (a quadtree format), with each value

covering a square region of side L/2(i−1).

The metrics we will be studying for each scheme include: (1) total memory re-

quirement from all nodes for implementation; (2) the estimated number of transmis-

sions taken when routing one packet from a source to an unknown destination in the

worst case (considering that the sensors are deployed over a square region, the worst

case is when source and destination lie at opposite corners across a diagonal) and (3)

the estimated number of transmissions that separates source from destination. The
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difference between (2) and (3) is that the former takes into account all transmissions

triggered by routing the packet, while the latter counts only the estimated number

of transmission taken specifically to deliver the packet from source to destination.

Essentially (1) allows us to gauge how scalable each scheme is in terms of the amount

of memory needed. Metric (2) allows us to compare the cost of resolving an unknown

destination address, while (3) is an estimate of how quickly the destination address

can be found or how quickly data can be transmitted to the destination, assuming

both being directly proportional to the hop distance that separates source from des-

tination. In other words, we assume that the average maximum delay is proportional

to the estimates in (3) in the absence of concurrent traffic.

When estimating the number of transmissions triggered or taken to deliver the

packet, i.e., items (2) and (3) above, for non-flooding type of schemes, we consider

that the path the packet takes is composed of consecutive straight line segments. One

estimate of the number of transmissions is the product of the length of the segment

by the linear node density. The node density is given by ρ = N/L2, thus one estimate

of the number of neighbors that lie on a line segment within transmission radius R

is R
√

ρ. On the average, assuming the sensors are uniformly distributed and the

whole network connected, the number of transmissions should not be greater than

this value, for this value reflects the number nodes that lie in the segment. We are

assuming the routing scheme will not present as a rule a sharp zigzag pattern while

routing packets, but instead will attempt to route packets around the segment. If

this value is � 1, then we are overestimating the number of transmissions needed.

Estimates made in this way can still be used for comparison between different routing

schemes, though, since the overestimation comes from the high node density value

and will be reflected by all routing schemes.

An estimate that is closer to the minimum number of transmissions needed to
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cover the path between source and destination is obtained by dividing the path

length by the transmission range R. However, when the “line” C-DAG has a very

high number of nodes (i.e., high lh), the leaf node’s covered region may be smaller

than the transmission range (L/2(i−1) � R, when i � 1). Because our hierarchical

routing scheme stores routing information based on attribute regions, and routes

according to containment and adjacency relationships, the lower bound in the number

of transmissions is the number of attribute regions traversed.

The results of our performance comparison are summarized in Table 5.1.

Flooding A flooding based routing scheme does not need to store any routing

information about the network. Every packet is flooded to the whole network. Con-

sequently, the memory requirement is zero. Here diffusion schemes are excluded, for

they are not purely flooding schemes, since Diffusion remembers paths to published

source/sink. It takes N transmissions to deliver the packet. The farthest any two

sensors may be from each other is if they lie at opposite corners across a diagonal.

Thus, transmission across the diagonal will take a minimum of L
√

2/R and if the

node density of ρ = N/L2, then an estimate of the number of nodes lying in the

diagonal is L
√

2ρ =
√

2N , and this is, on the average, the maximum number of

transmissions needed to send the packet from source to destination.

Full Knowledge A routing scheme that stores next hop routing information of

all nodes in the network has a huge memory requirement. In fact, each node needs

to store information about N − 1 other nodes in the network. Considering that

each routing entry requires E bytes, the total memory requirement in the network

is E N(N − 1). However, because of the complete knowledge, the number of trans-

missions triggered and the number of transmissions needed to send the packet are

equal. These are equal to the estimated maximum and minimum number of hops in

the flooding case.
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Table 5.1: Performance Metrics for different Routing Schemes
Flooding Full Tree (One level informa-

tion)
Tree (Full cluster in-
formation)

Mesh

Memory 0 E N(N−
1)

E 4
3 (4(lh−1)−1)+E N lh E 2N lh E (4lh + N +

2(2(lh−1) − 1)
√

N)

Num Tx
Max N

√
2N

√
N (2(lh−1) −

1)( 2
√

2
2(lh−1) + 3

√

2
2 +√

5) + N

2(2lh−2)

4
√

2N(1 − 1
2(lh−1) ) +

N

2(2lh−2)

2
√

2N(2lh −
2

2(lh−1) ) +√
N( 8−4

√

2
2(lh−1) ) +

N

2(2lh−2)

Min N L
√

2/R max( L

R
(2(lh−1) −

1)( 2
√

2
2(lh−1) + 3

√

2
2 +√

5),
∑lh

i=2(4
(i−2)d L

√

2
R2(i−1) e+

4(i−2) 2d L
√

5
R2(i−1) e +

(4(i−2) + 1)d L
√

2
R2(i−2) e)) +

N

2(2lh−2)

max( 4L
√

2
R

(1 −
1

2lh−1 ),
∑lh

i=2 2d L
√

2
R2(i−2) e)+

N

2(2lh−2)

max(L2
√

2
R

(2lh −
2

2(lh−1) ) +
L(8−4

√

2)

R 2(lh−1) , 2lh (2(lh−1)−
1)) + N

2(2lh−2)

Num Hops
Max

√
2N

√
2N 4

√
2N(1− 1

2(lh−1) ) 2
√

2N(1− 1
2(lh−1) ) +

√

N(4−2
√

2)

2(lh−1)

Min L
√

2/R L
√

2/R max( 4L
√

2
R

(1− 1
2lh−1 ),

∑lh

i=2 2d L
√

2
R2(i−2) e) max( L

R
(2
√

2(1 −
1

2(lh−1) ) +
4−2

√

2
2(lh−1) ), 2 (2(lh−1) −
1))
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Cluster Flooding In both Flooding and Full Knowledge schemes destination

sensors are sure to be reached. In “Tree” or “Mesh” schemes below, however, packets

reaching the intended leaf cluster(s) still need to reach the sensors. Assuming the

intended destination address “resolves” into one leaf cluster, to flood that cluster the

number of additional transmissions is equal to ρ (L/2(lh−1))2 = N/2(2lh−2) is needed.

This term appears in all “NumTx” entries in Table 5.1.

Tree (One level information) In our clustered hierarchical scheme, each node

that is not cluster leader tracks leaders of the cluster it belongs across all hierarchy

levels (E N lh). Assuming one cluster per attribute value, we have one cluster for

the root node, four clusters for the node at the second level, 16 for the node at the

third level, etc. Each cluster leader tracks the routing information of its four children

clusters. Leaf cluster leaders track information about their cluster members. Since

leaf clusters cover the whole network, it requires N entries. Thus it is E 4(1 + 4 +

42 + ... + 4lh−2) + E N = E 4(4lh−1 − 1)/3 + E N . The sum of the two factors shown

in this paragraph is the memory requirement equation for “Tree” in Table 5.1.

When a packet with an unknown destination is received, it is sent to the cluster

leaders through the hierarchy all the way up to the root node if no matching attributes

are found. The longest segment that separates the root to a second level cluster leader

is L
√

2, while the longest segment that separates the second level cluster leader to a

third level child cluster is L
√

2/2. Thus the sum of the segment lengths is at most

UL = L
√

2(1 + 1/2 + · · ·+ 1/2(lh−2)) = L2
√

2(1− 1/2(lh−1))

Also, assuming the packet reaches the root node, the root node must send “down”

the packet to all its child clusters, which may in turn pass it down again, all the way to

the leaf cluster leaders, at which point the cluster leader that satisfies the destination

address attributes floods the packet to its cluster. In this process of forwarding the

packet down the C-DAG, from the root node to the second level cluster leaders four
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Figure 5·8: Propagation path for Tree traversal when resolving un-
known destination address

segments (covering the longest distance possible) are needed: the longest will be L
√

2

(segment AB in Fig. 5·8), while there will be two segments of L
√

5/2 (segments AC1

and AC2 in Fig. 5·8), and one segment of L
√

2/2 (segment AD in Fig. 5·8). From

the second level cluster leader to the third level clusters the same process will be

repeated: the packet is sent to four clusters, with the longest segment being half of

the longest segment of the previous level, two segments which are half of the two

analogous segments of the previous level, and the shortest segment being half of

the shortest in the previous level (shown as dotted lines starting from B,C1, C2 -

omitted for D for clarity’s sake). This process repeats itself all the way down to the

clusters at level lh − 1.

Thus, assuming S = (L
√

2 + 2L
√

5/2 + L
√

2/2), then the total segment length

the packet may need to traverse when going “down” is DL = S+4S/2+16S/4+ · · ·+
4(lh−2)S/2(lh−2) = S+2S+· · ·+2(lh−2)S = S(2(lh−1)−1) = L(2(lh−1)−1)(3

√
2/2+

√
5).

The total length is then TL = UL + DL = L(2(lh−1) − 1)(2
√

2/2(lh−1) + 3
√

2/2 +
√

5.

Of the four packets that are sent from a higher level leader to a lower level

leader only one eventually reaches the destination. So that we will estimate the
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number of transmissions that can cover the worst case (i.e., sender and receiver are

farthest apart), we take the longest segment at each level, and thus TL = 2UL =

L4
√

2(1− 1/2(lh−1)).

The higher estimate on the maximum number of transmissions is obtained by

multiplying the length obtained by
√

N/L (see “NumTxMax” and “NumHopsMax”

equations in Table 5.1), while an estimate on the minimum number of transmissions

is obtained by dividing the length by R (see the “NumTxMin” and “NumHopsMin”

equations for L/(R2(lh−1))� 1 in Table 5.1).

However, in the case in which the transmission range is much higher than the leaf

attribute region side, the number of transmissions is lower bounded by the number

of attribute regions the packet crosses. Given that there are four different segments

that the root node needs to send to reach the level 2 leaders, each of the two segments

of equal length (AC1 and AC2 in Fig. 5·8) will generate 4(i−2) segments of length

L
√

5/(R2(i−1)) at level i ≥ 2. In the same way we count 4(i−2) segments for the

shortest segment (AD in Fig. 5·8) and 4(i−2) +1 for the longest. The “+1” is because

we must also count the transmission costs incurred when the packet was coming

up the hierarchy towards the root node. Each segment counts at least once (i.e., we

round up the cost) no matter how small its length is with respect to the transmission

radius R, because it represents one distinct attribute region. When we sum up for

all levels in the hierarchy we obtain the corresponding expression in Table 5.1.

When we consider the number of hops that can separate source from destination,

the worst case is if the source and destination eventually are “resolved” by going

through the longest segment across all levels of the hierarchy. This is represented by

the corresponding equation in Table 5.1.

Tree (Full cluster information) For a tree scheme in which cluster leaders

track all information from its cluster members the following memory requirement
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is necessary for a cluster leader at level i: ρ (L/2(i−1))2 = N/2(2i−2). Since this is

a quadtree format, there are exactly 4(i−1) children cluster leaders at level i, thus

the memory requirement for cluster leaders to track cluster member information is

exactly lhN . Adding this to the requirement of N nodes tracking their lh cluster

leaders, the total memory requirement is 2lhN , as seen in Table 5.1. For the Tree

traversal mode with full cluster information, it is not necessary for the root node to

forward the packet down to all of its children clusters. Since it has information of

all the sensors in the network, it can forward the packet to the child cluster that

contains the desired destination attributes. Thus the number of transmissions and

the number of hops in this case is the same, and it corresponds to the case in which

the longest segment is taken both when the packet is coming “up” the hierarchy and

going “down” the hierarchy to the destination leaf cluster.

Mesh We study the performance of a routing scheme in a mesh like topology at

only one attribute hierarchy level (say lh). In a mesh like routing scheme, we assume

each cluster leader tracks only its (at most) four neighbor clusters, resulting in a

memory requirement of E 4 4(lh−1). Also all sensors track their cluster leader (E N of

memory), and sensors that lie at the attribute border will track the two clusters for

which it is the border. At level lh, the total length of the border is 2(2(lh−1) − 1)L,

which, when multiplied by
√

N/L and summed with the other terms, results in the

memory requirement equation seen in Table 5.1.

We assume that when a packet with an unknown destination is received it will

be transmitted to the neighbor clusters other than the ones from which the packet

arrived. Thus if a packet is sent from the lower left cluster leader, with a destination

that is unknown to the cluster leader, but whose final sink is in the top right cluster,

then the packet will be propagated across all attribute regions. The total length

traversed as the packet is distributed in the network is longer if the cluster leaders
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Figure 5·9: Propagation path for Mesh traversal when resolving un-
known destination address

are located close to opposite corners across the diagonal, in the zigzag pattern shown

in Fig. 5·9. In this figure we show the traversal taken when there are three nodes

in the line C-DAG. The cluster leader of the lower left attribute region (A) sends

the packet to its immediate neighbor cluster leaders (B1 and B2). As these are

located close to the corner across the diagonal the length traversed is 2L
√

2/2(lh−1).

To increase the length traversed, as the packet gets closer to the top left and bot-

tom right corners, we assume the cluster leaders are located at the corners of their

respective attribute regions. In this way we force comparison of the worst case in

a mesh approach with the worst case of the tree based scheme analyzed previously.

Notice that essentially the packet traverse the diagonals of squares with side length

2jL/2(i−1), j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., 2(i−1)} in a regular fashion, discounting the borders and the

top left and bottom right corners. The total length traversed, and the corresponding

expected number of transmissions (both maximum and minimum) are given by the

corresponding expressions in Table 5.1.

When the transmission radius R� L/2(i−1), then it takes at least one transmis-

sion to cross one attribute region, and assuming each attribute region will transmit to
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two of its immediate neighbors (with top and right border attribute regions transmit-

ting only once), the total number of transmissions will be 2(2(lh−1)− 1) + 2(2(lh−1)−
1)2 = 2lh(2(lh−1) − 1), as seen in the table.

The shortest path that separates the source from the destination must traverse

2(2(lh−1) − 1) + 1 attribute regions (the +1 is because the source attribute region

also must be traversed). However, if the packet goes through only the diagonals,

only 2(2(lh−1)−1) diagonals need be crossed. One of the attribute region leaders will

receive the packet from the left and can immediately forward to the upper region,

without needing to traverse itself. Thus the worst case scenario is actually when the

source is at the top left corner while the destination is at the bottom right corner

(or vice-versa). In this case there are additional four traversals across the border

of the attribute region (4(L/2(lh−1))) and two less diagonal traversals. This explains

the second term in the “NumHopMax” and the second term in the first argument to

the max function in “NumHopMin.” When we are considering the minimum number

of hops, this must be lower bounded by the number of attribute regions that need

be crossed (2(2(lh−1) − 1)), since in principle the cluster leader only tracks the four

adjacent clusters. We show some plots of the equations of Table 5.1 in Figures 5·10–

5·19.

A high number of levels will involve transmission costs to cross adjacent clusters

in the Mesh case and costs to resolve all the way to the leaf cluster in the Tree (one

level info) case. These costs surpass those of the mere flooding schemes and should

be avoided. The cost for resolving an unknown address in the Tree (full cluster

info) case remains constant. However, the memory requirements are high (Figs. 5·10

and 5·11).
We can see from Fig. 5·12 and Fig. 5·13 that the expected number of transmis-

sions to resolve an unknown address in the worst case is higher for the Mesh traversal
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Figure 5·12: Expected Maximum Number of Transmissions
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mode than for the Tree cases. In fact, when cluster leaders track full cluster infor-

mation, the performance dramatically improves. This is because the root node need

not propagate the packet with unknown address down to all of its children clusters.

We can see that the high number of levels in the attribute hierarchy contributes

to the inefficiency of the process (Fig. 5·13 and 5·15). With the increase in the

number of hierarchies, the packet with unknown destination address need essentially

be distributed to the whole network in the Mesh and Tree (with one level informa-

tion) schemes at increasing levels of granularity (i.e., covering more of the network),

contributing to their performance degradation.
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Figure 5·14: Expected Minimum Number of Transmissions
(NumTxMin)

When we consider the number of hops metric, we find that Mesh schemes are

able to find shorter paths between source and destination. The only drawback is

that Mesh schemes currently only cross spatially adjacent attribute regions. Thus

when the number of levels in the hierarchy increases, there is a corresponding increase

in the hop distance (Figs. 5·17 and 5·19).
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Figure 5·15: NumTxMin vs. Number of Levels in the Hierarchy
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Figure 5·16: Expected Maximum Number of Hops (NumHopMax)
between Source and Destination
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Figure 5·17: NumHopMax vs. Number of levels in the hierarchy
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Figure 5·18: Expected Minimum Number of Hops (NumHopMin)
between Source and Destination
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Figure 5·19: NumHopMin vs. Number of levels in the hierarchy

From the graphs in Fig. 5·10- 5·19 we can see that if the network is composed

of heterogeneous nodes, in which some nodes have higher capacity, then a Tree (full

cluster info) scheme will be the most economical in transmission costs related to

address resolution issues. Sensor networks that have a high inquiry arrival, especially

from a large user base, will benefit from the increased savings in Tree based address

resolution schemes, while applications that require fast response can invoke Mesh

traversal mode for their data packets.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

In the future the routing demands of large scale sensor network or resultant inter-

connection of various smaller scale sensor networks differ greatly from the routing

demands of currently deployed sensor networks. Inquiries arriving at such networks

are unlikely to require all the resources from all the nodes in the network. If the un-

derlying routing mechanism cannot guide traffic to the relevant parts of the network

then much energy is wasted in redundant transmission. In addition to that, multiple

applications being supported by such networks will have different communication

needs. A routing infrastructure that cannot accommodate diverse traversal modes

in the network is bound to limit the performance of the deployed applications.

In this dissertation we have proposed a routing infrastructure that can guide data

traffic to reach sets of sensors within the network in a manner that can be selected

by the application to meet its performance requirements. This is achieved by es-

tablishing a virtual overlay of attribute based hierarchical clusters on the network.

The attributes of the hierarchy describe sensors that are often the target of user

inquiries and satisfy containment and adjacency relationships. The hierarchy is de-

scribed through DAGs, in which parent nodes are clusters that contain clusters that

represent child nodes. By establishing these attribute based clusters as potential

destination addresses of inquiries we maintain the data-centric emphasis in rout-
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ing yet are able to guide traffic to only sensors that match the required attributes.

Multiple hierarchies can be supported simultaneously, thus enabling multiple appli-

cations to select the set of sensors that best meet their own addressing needs. By

supporting multiple hierarchies simultaneously, inquiries that possess cross-hierarchy

attributes may also be resolved within the network, and thus we reutilize the virtual

infrastructure overlaid.

We propose algorithms that form such hierarchy of clusters, together with al-

gorithms that enable load balancing and fault tolerance with respect to the role of

cluster leader. Also we propose algorithms that enable dynamic changes to the virtual

hierarchical clustering structure. We show through analysis that such hierarchical

schemes offer increased communication gains as opposed to flooding mechanisms for

disseminating new inquiries.

In this dissertation we also propose that the routing process be an interpreted

one, and routing behavior be determined by a set of routing rules. Different routing

rules then provide different packet traversal behavior, resulting in different perfor-

mance results when data transmission occurs. We propose pseudo-code for tree based

traversal mode and mesh based traversal modes in the presence of the virtual overlay.

Such traversal modes are key in forming paths to unknown destination attributes.

In other words, when a packet with an unknown destination attribute is met, a

resolution procedure is carried out, based on the behavior determined by the rules

set, and at the end of which, assuming the destination attribute exists within the

network, a path is formed. We obtain through analysis the transmission costs asso-

ciated with such address resolution procedure, the memory requirements of tracking

attributes within each traversal mode, and the resultant hop length of the formed

path. We show that tree based traversal modes saves transmission costs in the res-

olution process but forms longer paths and the resolution process takes longer to
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finish. Applications can then choose the traversal mode according to its performance

requirements.

6.2 Future Work

Much is still left to complete work in attribute based routing in clustered WSNETs.

Specifically, analysis of the performance of the infrastructure when facing inquiries

like the ones posed at Great Duck Island (Sec. 2.4) remains to be done. The opti-

mality analysis of the tradeoff between the number of levels in the hierarchy and the

gains obtained poses itself as a very challenging and yet rewarding problem. Differ-

ent traversal modes and their performance expectations can also contribute to the

increased performance of applications being executed over deployed sensor networks

in the future.
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Appendix A

Pseudocode for Cluster Formation and

Maintenance Algorithms
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Algorithm 4 Cluster Formation Algorithm

1: Initialize Processed, ∀ Timers, Candidacy;
2: On receive packet P, P.type = CLUST FORM

3: if (P 6∈ Processed) then

4: for (∀ CH levels L) do

5: if (My.L.leader = ∅) then

6: if (My.L.attribute = P.L.attribute) then

7: if (P.hop ≥ max∧ (no lower CH level ∨ lower CH level changes attribute)) then

8: Candidacy.L ← Self;
9: if Candidacy Timer not started then

10: start Candidacy Timer ∝ 1/My.Energy;
11: else

12: My.L.leader ← P.L.leader;
13: Candidacy.L ← ∅;
14: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
15: if (P.L.hop ≤ k − hop neighbor update value ) then

16: start LeaderUpdate Timer.L;
17: cancel Candidacy Timer.L;
18: else

19: Candidacy.L ← Self;
20: if Candidacy Timer not started then

21: start Timer ∝ 1/My.Energy;
22: else

23: if (P.L.leader more suitable) then

24: My.L.leader ← P.L.leader;
25: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
26: if (P.L.hop ≤ k − hop neighbor update value) then

27: start LeaderUpdate Timer.L;
28: else

29: P.L.leader ← My.L.leader;
30: P.L.hop ← My.L.hop;
31: if ∀ L (Candidacy.L = ∅) then

32: cancel Candidacy Timer;
33: if ∃ L (My.L changed value) then

34: add P.L.hop by 1; My.L.hop ← P.L.hop; rebroadcast P;
35: start CatalogInfo Timer.L;
36: start NewCluster Timer.L;
37: start Rotation Timer.L;
38: cancel CatalogUpdate Timer.L;
39: cancel CatalogSend Timer.L;
40: if 6 ∃ (My.L.leader = Self) then

41: cancel LeaderAlive Timer;
42: add P to Processed;
43:
44: On Candidacy Timer time-out; initialize packet P;
45: for (∀ CH levels L) do

46: if (Candidacy.L 6= ∅) then

47: P.L ← Candidacy.L; P.L.hop ← 0;
48: start CatalogUpdate Timer.L;
49: start LeaderAlive Timer.L;
50: start Rotation Timer.L;
51: start CatalogSend Timer.L;
52: Candidacy.L ← ∅;
53: else

54: P.L ← My.L; add P.L.hop by 1;

55: broadcast P;
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Algorithm 5 k-neighbor updates - LeaderAlive Packet Management

1: On receive packet P, P.type = LEADER ALIVE;
2: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
3: for (∀ P.L 6= ∅) do
4: if (My.L.attribute = P.L.attribute) ∧ (My.L.leader = P.L.leader)

then
5: start LeaderUpdate Timer.L;
6: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
7: My.L.Catalog ← P.L.Catalog;
8: if (P.L.hop ≤ 1) then
9: delete P.L;

10: else
11: decrease P.L.hop by 1;
12: if 6 ∃ (P.L) then
13: drop P;
14: else
15: rebroadcast P;
16: add P to Processed;
17:

18:

19: On LeaderAlive Timer.L time-out;
20: initialize packet P, P.type ← LEADER ALIVE;
21: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
22: if (My.L.leader = Self) then
23: P.L ← My.L;
24: P.L.hop ← k − hop neighbor alive value;
25: P.L.Catalog ← My.L.Catalog;
26: start LeaderAlive Timer.L;
27: broadcast P;
28: add P to Processed;
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Algorithm 6 Leader updates - LeaderUpdate Timer Management

1: On LeaderUpdate Timer.L time-out;
2: start InterimLeader Timer.L ∝ 1

My.Energy ;
3:

4:

5: On InterimLeader Timer.L time-out;
6: initialize packet P, P.type ← LEADER INTERIM;
7: My.L.failed leader ← My.L.leader;
8: My.L.leader ← Self;
9: P.L ← My.L;

10: start LeaderAlive Timer.L;
11: if My.L.Catalog = ∅ then

12: start CatalogUpdate Timer.L;
13: start CatalogSend timer.L;
14: broadcast P;
15:

16:

17: On receive packet P, P.type = LEADER INTERIM;
18: if (P 6∈ Processed) then

19: for (∀ P.L 6= ∅) do

20: if (My.L.failed leader = ∅) then

21: if (My.L.attribute = P.L.attribute) then

22: if (My.L.leader = P.L.failed leader) then

23: cancel InterimLeader Timer.L;
24: My.L.failed leader ← My.L.leader;
25: My.L.leader ← P.L.leader;
26: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
27: else

28: if (My.L.failed leader = P.L.failed leader) then

29: if (My.L.attribute = P.L.attribute) then

30: if (P.L.leader more suitable) then

31: My.L.leader ← P.L.leader;
32: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
33: else

34: delete P.L;
35: if (∃ L | My.L.leader updated information from P) then

36: cancel LeaderAlive Timer.L;
37: cancel CatalogSend Timer.L;
38: if P.L.hop ≤ k − hop neighbor update value then

39: start LeaderUpdate Timer.L;
40: start Rotation Timer.L;
41: start NewCluster Timer.L;
42: ∀ L, add P.L.hop by 1;
43: rebroadcast P;
44: add P to Processed;
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Algorithm 7 Rotation Timer Management

1: On Rotation Timer.L time-out;
2: initialize packet P, P.type ← NEW LEADER;
3: My.L.old leader ← My.L.leader;
4: My.L.leader ← Self;
5: P.L ← My.L;
6: start LeaderAlive Timer.L;
7: if (My.L.catalog = ∅) then
8: start CatalogUpdate Timer.L;
9: start CatalogSend Timer.L;

10: start Rotation Timer.L;
11: start NewCluster Timer.L;
12: broadcast P;
13:

14:

15: On receive packet P, P.type = NEW LEADER

16: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
17: for (∀ P.L 6= ∅) do
18: if (My.L.attribute = P.L.attribute) then
19: if ( ((My.L.old leader = ∅) ∧ (My.L.leader = P.L.old leader)) ∨

((My.L.old leader = P.L.old leader) ∧ (My.L.leader = P.L.leader)
∧ (P.L.leader more suitable)) ) then

20: cancel InterimLeader Timer.L;
21: cancel LeaderAlive Timer.L;
22: cancel CatalogUpdate Timer.L;
23: cancel CatalogSend Timer.L;
24: My.L.old leader ← P.L.old leader;
25: My.L.failed leader ← ∅;
26: My.L.leader ← P.L.leader;
27: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
28: if P.L.hop ≤ k − hop neighbor update value then
29: start LeaderUpdate Timer.L;
30: else if ((My.L.old leader = P.L.old leader) ∧ (My.L.leader =

P.L.leader) ∧ (P.L.leader not more suitable)) then
31: delete P.L;
32: if ∃ L | My.L.leader updated information from P then
33: if (P.L.old leader = Self) then
34: start CatalogTxfer Timer.L;
35: ∀ L, add P.L.hop by 1;
36: rebroadcast P;
37: add P to Processed;
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Algorithm 8 Successor Send Packet Management

1: initialize packet P, P.type = SUCCESSOR;
2: ∀ L successor is desired, set P.L.successor attributes;
3: broadcast P;
4:

5:

6: On receive packet P, P.type = SUCCESSOR;
7: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
8: ∀ L | P.L.successor attribute 6= My.L.attribute, increase time-out of

Rotation Timer.L

9: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
10: broadcast P;
11: add P to Processed;

Algorithm 9 NewCluster Timer Management

1: On NewCluster Timer.L time-out;
2: initialize packet P, P.type = NEW CLUST;
3: P.L.leader ← Self

4: P.L.hop ← 0;
5: P.L.attribute ← My.L.attribute;
6: start LeaderAlive Timer.L;
7: start CatalogUpdate Timer.L;
8: start CatalogSend Timer.L;
9: broadcast P;

10:

11:

12: On receive packet P, P.type = NEW CLUST;
13: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
14: for ∀ L | (P.L.attribute = My.L.attribute) do
15: My.L.leader ← P.L.leader;
16: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
17: start NewCluster Timer.L;
18: start Rotation Timer.L;
19: start CatalogInfo Timer.L;
20: if (P.L.hop ≤ k − hop neighbor update value) then
21: start LeaderUpdate Timer.L;
22: if (exists L | My.L.leader changed value) then
23: add P.L.hop by 1;
24: rebroadcast P;
25: add P to Processed;
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Algorithm 10 JoinCluster Timer Management

1: On JoinCluster Timer time-out;
2: for ∀ L ∈ CH | My.L.leader = ∅ do

3: if (JoinCluster Timer.num attempts < JoinCluster Timer.max attempts) then

4: initialize packet P, P.type ← JOIN CLUSTER;
5: P.L.attributes ← My.L.attributes;
6: start JoinCluster Timer ∝ JoinCluster Timer.time-outJoinCluster Timer.num attempts;
7: add JoinCluster Timer.num attempts by 1;
8: if (∃ P) then

9: broadcast P;
10: if (JoinCluster Timer.num attempts > JoinCluster Timer.max attempts) ∧ (∃

My.L.leader 6= ∅) then

11: ∀ L | My.L.leader = ∅, start NewCluster Timer.L;
12:
13:
14: On receive packet P, P.type = JOIN CLUSTER;
15: if (P 6∈ Processed) then

16: for ∀ (My.L.leader 6= ∅) ∧ (My.L.attributes = P.L.attributes) do

17: initialize packet PACK, PACK.type ← CLUSTER INFO;
18: PACK.L ← My.L;
19: add PACK.L.hop by 1;
20: if (∃ PACK) then

21: unicast PACK to sender;
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Algorithm 11 ClusterInfo Packet Management

1: On receive packet P, P.type = CLUSTER INFO;
2: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
3: for ∀ L do
4: if (My.L.leader = ∅) then
5: if (My.L.attributes = P.L.attributes) then
6: if (P.L.hop > max∧ (no lower CH level ∨ lower CH level changes

attribute)) then
7: Candidacy.L ← Self;
8: if Candidacy Timer not started then
9: start Candidacy Timer ∝ 1/My.Energy;

10: else
11: store relevant information from P.L to My.L;
12: Candidacy.L ← ∅;
13: cancel Candidacy Timer.L;
14: else
15: Candidacy.L ← Self;
16: if Candidacy Timer not started then
17: start Timer ∝ 1/My.Energy;
18: cancel JoinCluster Timer.L;
19: else
20: if (P.L.leader more suitable) then
21: store relevant information from P.L to My.L;
22: else
23: P.L.leader ← My.L.leader;
24: P.L.hop ← My.L.hop;
25: for ∀ L | My.L.leader changed value) do
26: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
27: start CatalogInfo Timer.L;
28: start NewCluster Timer.L;
29: start Rotation Timer.L;
30: add 1 to P.L.hop; My.L.hop ← P.L.hop;
31: if (P.L.hop) ≤ k − hop neighbor update value) then
32: start LeaderUpdate Timer.L;
33: rebroadcast P;
34: add P to Processed;
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Algorithm 12 CatalogSend Timer Management

1: On CatalogSend Timer.L time-out, L > 1;
2: initialize packet P, P.type ← CATALOG SEND;
3: store catalog information in P.L;
4: P.L.leader ← Self;
5: P.L.attributes ← My.L.attributes;
6: P.(L-1).leader ← My.(L-1).leader;
7: unicast P to My.(L-1).leader;
8:

9:

10: On receive packet P, P.type = CATALOG SEND;
11: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
12: if (Self = P.(L-1).leader) then
13: if (P.L.attributes not found in My.L.cluster index) then
14: store P.L.attributes in My.L.cluster index;
15: k ← index of P.L.attributes in My.L.cluster index;
16: update My.L.cluster index.k.catalog information;
17: else
18: unicast P to P.(L-1).leader;
19: My.L.cluster index.k.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
20: add P to Processed;

Algorithm 13 CatalogUpdate Timer Management

1: On CatalogUpdate Timer.L time-out;
2: initialize packet P, P.type ← CATALOG UPDATE;
3: P.L ← My.L;
4: broadcast P;
5:

6:

7: On receive packet P, P.type = CATALOG UPDATE;
8: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
9: for ∀ L | ( P.L.attributes = My.L.attributes) do

10: if (CatalogInfo Timer.L not set) then
11: start CatalogInfo Timer.L;
12: add P.L.hop by 1;
13: My.L.route to leader ← neighbor address which sent P;
14: if ∃ L | ( P.L.hop changed value) then
15: rebroadcast P;
16: add P to Processed;
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Algorithm 14 CatalogInfo Timer Management

1: On CatalogInfo Timer.L time-out;
2: initialize packet P, P.type ← CATALOG INFO;
3: P.L.attributes ← My.L.attributes;
4: unicast to My,L.leader;
5:

6:

7: On receive packet P, P.type = CATALOG INFO;
8: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
9: if (P.L.attributes = My.L.attributes) then

10: if (P.L.leader = Self) then
11: cancel CatalogUpdate Timer.L;
12: if (P.L.attributes not found in My.L.cluster index) then
13: store P.L.attributes in My.L.cluster index;
14: k ← index of P.L.attributes in My.L.cluster index;
15: update information from P about My.L.cluster index.k.catalog;
16: else
17: unicast P to My.L.leader;
18: add P to Processed;

Algorithm 15 CatalogTxfer Timer Management

1: On CatalogTxfer Timer.L time-out;
2: initialize packet P, P.type ← CATALOG TXFER;
3: P.L.leader ← My.L.leader;
4: P.L.Catalog ← My.L.Catalog;
5: unicast to My,L.leader;
6:

7:

8: On receive packet P, P.type = CATALOG TXFER;
9: if (P 6∈ Processed) then

10: if (P.L.attributes = My.L.attributes) then
11: if (P.L.leader = Self) then
12: cancel CatalogUpdate Timer.L;
13: update information from P.L.Catalog to My.L.Catalog;
14: else
15: unicast P to My.L.leader;
16: add P to Processed;
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Algorithm 16 ModifyCH Packet Management

1: On receive packet P, P.type = (CH ADD ∨ CH REMOVE);
2: if (P 6∈ Processed) then
3: if (P.type = CH ADD) then
4: for ∀ new L to add do
5: determine My.L.attributes from P.L.attribute rules;
6: start NewCluster Timer.L;
7: else if (P.type = CH REMOVE) then
8: for ∀ L to remove do
9: delete My.L;

10: cancel all timers for L;
11: reorder levels L;
12: ∀ new L with old immediate upper level removed, start

CatalogSend Timer.L;
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Appendix B

Attribute Tagging and Representation

Attributes are assigned to a sensor in a specific human language (e.g., English).

While this is human readable, an attribute that is spelled “temperature” and has a

string representation would need 11 bytes for storage and transmission. If we desire

to limit the energy spent in transmission more than the cost of adding storage, one

way to reduce the number of bytes required in transmission is to index the set of

attribute names and their respective values.

The way the attributes are indexed is as follows: two files, one called “Attribute

Name Value Index” (ANV-IDX) and the other called “Attribute Name Value In-

stance” (ANV-IST) will be used. ANV-IDX contains only the indices while ANV-

IST contains the representation in a specific human language of the attribute’s name

and possible values. The first row of ANV-IDX has the index range (from 1 to N).

The first column of ANV-IDX has the indices used for attribute names. The second

column contains its type (integer, double, string), while subsequent numbers in each

row represent the indices used for all possible attribute values associated. The file

ANV-IST will contain in correspondent locations (i.e., at correspondent column, row

positions) the specific representation of an attribute’s name and possible values in

a human language. Relational symbols (<, ≤, >, ≥, =, 6=) are used to represent a

range for numeric attributes. If the type of attribute is string, the row containing its

possible values is assumed ordered (i.e., the order of the possible values is the order

of appearance in the row, not its lexicographical value).
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A third file, called “Attribute Relationship Rules” (ARR) lists the dependency re-

lationships between different attributes names (e.g., containment) or attribute values

(e.g., adjacency). Essentially ARR should contain (1) the C-DAG used to represent

the attribute hierarchy and (2) other relationships that concern attribute values (e.g.,

adjacency relationships). These rules do not refer to any attribute in its full name,

but only to the indices found in ANV-IDX. In this way the ARR rules do not depend

on the specific language in which the attribute is specified. Also, if two attribute

hierarchies share the same structure and same adjacency properties, the same ANV

and ARR files can be used.

C-DAGs are described by multiple rows in the ARR, each row containing first

the parent node, followed by the symbol ⊃ and then the child node, followed by the

symbol ⊃ and then by the grandchild node, and so forth as decided by the writer of

ARR, or until a leaf node is reached. For single root C-DAGs, the number of rows

used to describe the C-DAG will be at least the same as the number of leaf nodes.

After the C-DAG is described, a single element line containing the index repre-

senting a node in the C-DAG is stored. The lines that follow this single element line

describe the adjacency relationships of the attribute represented, until a new single

element line is encountered, or the file terminates.

In the lines that describe adjacency relationships, each line is possibly split into

two parts. The first part include pairs containing the indices of two attribute values

that are adjacent. The two elements that compose the pair are separated by whites-

pace, while the pairs themselves are separated by commas. The second part of the

line starts after the last pair, and it includes the values that attributes higher in the

hierarchy must have in order for the adjacency conditions to be true.

In this second part, the keywords “S1” indicates the sensor that represents the

first element in the pair, while “S2” indicates the sensor that represents the second
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element. The second part is composed of “sentences” split again by commas. Each

sentence starts with “S1” (or “S2”), which is followed then by the index of a higher

level hierarchy, and then by the symbol ∈ (or 6∈), and finally by the set of values

the attribute indicated must have. If there are no conditions then the second part is

blank.

All sensors deployed will have ARR stored. Together with the ARR file it will

also be stored the hash code (e.g., applying MD5 algorithm to ARR) of the ARR file.

If sensors being tagged with the core attributes are also storing the ANV files, then

instead of storing the full name and value of each attribute, they will store only the

indices of the attribute names and values as found in the ANV files. If, however, the

sensors are not storing the ANV files, then the full name and value of the attributes,

together with the indices used for them in the ANV files will be stored in the sensor.

Also to be stored with the sensor is the hash number of the ANV-IDX file.

When sensors transmit packets, they have two options: use the full string rep-

resentation of the attributes’ name and values stored, or use the encoded format.

Essentially the encoded format consists of sending initially the hashcodes of ARR

and ANV-IDX files, followed then by the indices of the attributes descriptive of the

destination. The hashcodes for ARR and ANV-IDX guarantee that nodes that have

the same hashcodes for ARR and ANV-IDX will act in a consistently equal manner.

By not using the hashcode for ANV-IST we are allowing sensors that have the

same attributes but using different language representations to communicate with

one another. If we adopt a “default” language for specifying ARR files, then we can

also support ARR files that are written in different languages. Without agreement

on what the “default” language should be, ARR files that are written in different

languages will yield different hashcodes and sensors cannot exchange packets, even

though both ARR files describe the same set of relationships.
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Sensors that do not have full ANV files but which receive a packet with unknown

attributes will forward the packet to their cluster leader. Sensors that have full ARR

and ANV-IDX and ANV-IST files that receive packets with unknown attributes or

unmatched hashcodes will simply rebroadcast the packet when first received, and

dropped if heard before.

Foreign sensors which do not share the same ANV and ARR files will simply

list the desired attributes (names and values) in the full string representation and

broadcast. If no response is received after a threshold number of requests, the sensor

may request to receive any new ANV-IDX and ARR files from neighboring nodes.

When new dynamic attributes are introduced, with their names and range of

values, the node initiating the update assigns indices to the new names and values.

Nodes receiving the new attributes store them in “Attribute Name Value Index

Dynamic” (ANV-IDX-Dyn) and “Attribute Name Value Instance Dynamic” (ANV-

IST-Dyn) files. The order in which the attributes are stored is based on the indices

assigned (lower indices stored first). The hash function must allow for concatenation,

and the original hashcode for ANV-IDX is the starting point for the hash function

applied to ANV-IDX-Dyn. Subsequent packets will bring this resultant hashcode in

their headers. Since all sensors have ARR files, any updates sent will be received by

all sensors and a new hashcode for ARR is produced.
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Appendix C

Communication Directives

In this appendix we explain some directives that can be used to write routing rules.

• Communication directives

– sendTo - this takes as an argument a set of attribute value pairs and a

formatted outgoing packet. It will attempt unicast transmission between

the host and the attribute region it wants to reach;

– floodIn - this floods the outgoing packet. It will take as argument a node

in the attribute hierarchy. This is the region within which to flood the

packet. If the node selected is not one of the sensor’s ancestor nodes, the

packet is dropped.

• Operators

– isAdjacent and isContained (⊂) - these are specified in the attribute hi-

erarchy specification file (see appendix B).

– relational operators (<,≤,>,≥) - the “order” of string values is determined

by the order of their appearance in the attribute hierarchy specification

file.

– equality operators (==, ! =) - evaluated by string comparison or numeric

comparison.
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• Flow Control - the if-else-if expression is also supported for flow control.

There can be an arbitrary number of “else-if”s that follow an “if.”

• Application Cluster control commands:

– AppFormCluster - this command forms the application clusters. The spec-

ification of the cluster obeys the following format: the cluster name, fol-

lowed by “{”, and then a series of “{ <member-name> : (<attribute

name 1>, <attribute value 1>, ..., (<attribute name N>, <attribute

value N>) },” separated by commas and followed by “}”;

– AppClusterSendTo - this commands takes as argument the application

cluster name, the member name the packet must be sent to, and the

formatted outgoing packet;

– AppClusterFloodTo - this commands takes as argument the application

cluster name and the formatted outgoing packet. The packet is flooded

to all cluster members.

• Routing Data access commands:

– NumberAttrHierarchy - returns the number of hierarchies the routing pro-

cess is aware of;

– AttrHierarchyAt - takes a number as argument and returns the corre-

sponding name of the attribute hierarchy stored by the routing process;

– NodesInAttrHierarchy - returns the number of nodes in an attribute hier-

archy

– NodeAtAttrHierarchy - takes an attribute hierarchy name and a number

as arguments and returns the corresponding node. The order by which
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nodes are listed is in a breadth-first-search manner as stored in the routing

table. Alternatively, instead of the number, it takes a string composed

of: {attribute name 1, attribute name 2,...,attribute name N}, in which

attribute name 1 is a root node in the hierarchy, attribute name i + 1

is a child of attribute name i (1 ≤ i < N) and attribute name N is

the attribute name of the node sought. The returned value is a string

composed of; { i, (attribute name 1, ..., attribute name N), (attribute

value N1, ..., attribute value NM) }, that is, the order of the node in the

node list, the sequence of attribute names from the root node to the node

itself, and a sequence of possible M values the node has that has been

seen by the routing process.

– NodeInstanceAtAttrHierarchy - like NodeAtAttrHierarchy but looking for

a specific instance of a node. Takes in as arguments the attribute hierarchy

and a string composed of: {(<attribute name 1>, <attribute value 1>),

..., (<attribute name N>, <attribute value N>)}. Returns two numbers

(i,j) in which i indicates the order of the node in the node list, and j the

order of the node value given the node. Negative numbers indicate that

the sought element was not found.

– ChildrenNodesOf - this command returns the children of a node. This

node may be specified either through {<attribute hierarchy name>,(<attribute

name 1>, ..., <attribute name N>)}, or through attribute hierarchy name

and a number (see NodeAtAttrHierarchy for how to interpret the number

and the sequence of attributes). The list returned is a string composed of

{ {(attribute name 1, i1, (attribute value 11),...,(attribute value 1N1)}, ...,

{attribute name M), iM , (attribute value M1, ..., attribute value MNM
}

}. That is, a list composed of the M children nodes the specified node
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possesses, their indices in the node list, together with the known values

associated with each child node.

– ChildNodeAt - this command takes as an argument a node in the hierarchy

and two numbers (i,j). See item ChildrenNodesOf for how to specify

the node in the hierarchy. The first number is the ith child node while

the second number is the jth possible value that that specific child node

possesses. The order of the child node (specified by i), as well as the

order of the possible value (specified by j) are as in the string returned

by ChildrenNodesOf.

– ParentNodeOf - this command takes as an argument: (1) an attribute

hierarchy and (2) either a node specification or a number (see ChildrenN-

odesOf for an explanation of the number and how to specify a node). It

returns the specified node’s parent in the following format: { (attribute

name 1, ..., attribute name N), i, (attribute value N1, ..., attribute value

NM) }, that is, the sequence of attribute names that goes from a root

node (attribute name 1) through children nodes (attribute name i + 1 is

child node of attribute name i, 1 ≤ i < N) all the way to the parent node

(attribute name N), and then all the M possible values of the parent node

that the routing process has seen.

– ClustersOf - this command takes in as an argument (1) an attribute hier-

archy and (2) either two numbers (i,j) or a node instance specification (see

NodeInstanceAtAttrHierarchy for an explanation of what the two num-

bers mean and how to specify a node instance). It returns a set composed

of all known cluster IDs of the node instance.

– AdjacentClusterOf - this command takes in as an argument (1) an at-

tribute hierarchy, (2) either a node instance specification or a pair of
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numbers (see NodeInstanceAtAttrHierarchy for an explanation), and (3)

a cluster ID as returned by ClustersOf. It returns a set of cluster IDs of

adjacent clusters.

– ParentClusterOf - this command takes in as an argument (1) an attribute

hierarchy, (2) either a node instance specification or a pair of numbers

(see NodeInstanceAtAttrHierarchy for an explanation), and (3) a cluster

ID as returned by ClustersOf. It returns the parent cluster’s ID.

– ChildrenClusterOf - this command takes in as an argument (1) an at-

tribute hierarchy, (2) either a node instance specification or a pair of

numbers (see NodeInstanceAtAttrHierarchy for an explanation), and (3)

a cluster ID as returned by ClustersOf. It returns the following string:

{ (attribute name 1, (attribute value 11, (cluster ID 11,1, ..., cluster ID

C1,1)), ..., (attribute value M1, (cluster ID 11,M , ..., cluster ID C1,M ))), ...,

(attribute name N , (attribute value 1N , (cluster ID 1N,1, ..., cluster ID

CN,1)), ..., (attribute value MN , (cluster ID 1N,M , ..., cluster ID CN,M )))

}. That is, a list composed of children nodes’ names, together with all

possible values each name possesses, and seen clusters of each child in-

stance.

• Handlers

– Self - gives a handle for the application to refer to the sensor it belongs

to.

– IncomingPacket - accesses the current incoming packet being processed.

– OutgoingPacket - handle through which the application may format an

outgoing packet in the way it desires.
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